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CARING ABOUT PLACES

To build a place requires the 
construction of agreements:

about where to build 
how to build, what to builc
about neighboring, 
sequestering, nurturing,
about resources and 
the expenditure of effort,
about limits,
about imagined results.
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Place is inherently participatory.

lb design a plate involves the interests of many. C-on- 
structing agreements becomes a major part of the task 
— absorbing attention — demanding resolution, often 
taxing the limits of effort, ingenuity and patience.

willingness to engage, rather than to avoid, conllicting 
views. It requires real engagement in the design issues at 
hand; it cannot he reduced to the routine processing of 
information or a means of venting community frustration.

Even to recognize a place involves the melding of physical 
conditions, personal observations anil socially constructed 
meanings. To maintain, adjust and renew places so that 
they will remain important to the people who use them 
requires creating a pattern of engagement, of caring.

llie issue includes provocative and thoughtful articles by- 
Hester and Mark Francis, and a series of case studies that 
suggest the diversity of successful practices. There are also 
interviews with two people, Larry Haiprin and Ron Shiff- 
man, who have long, inventive and successful experience 
in the conduct of design and community processes that 
help people take part in understanding and shaping places.To become part of a place is to become part of a process. 

The place of community is constantly changing; the 
structure of relationships between people, things and 
ideas that makes physical settings effective must fre
quently be reconstructed. Both processes and forms can 
attract and focus community imagination; successful 
designers of place fuse the tw o.

The parts of the common realm can fie conceived many 
ways, and they belong to many people. Designing, build
ing and maintaining a commonwealth of spaces that can 
fic shared that will become home to the life of the com
munity means taking part in, not taking a part of, the 
places we inhabit.

I'his issue on participation was framed as an extension of 
Randy I fester’s call for examining the ways in which the 
idea of participation in design, once seen as an avenue for 
the creation of opportunity, has often dis.sipated or l>een 
co-opted into paths of obstruction, confusion and neglect. 
Participation, to l>e effective in the construction of places, 
must be directed and energetic; it must be infused with 
strong and effective ideas afmut design possibility and the

-Donlyn Lyndon
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A Living Memorial:
Commemorating Yitzhak Rabin at the Tel Aviv Square

tial buildings. On the north side, a wide set of stairs 

connects the space with an elevated platform that 

bears the twelve-stor>', modernist City Hall building 

and bridges over a tour-lane street. During mass gath

erings, the platfonn serves as a stage, with City I lall as 

a backdrop.

The mass rally that day, called to support the peace 

process and uproot verbal and physical violence, stood 

in sharf) contrast to its tragic end. Upbeat Rabin, who 

had just finished singing the famous Israeli “Song for 

Peace," had left the stage and descended the stairs 

through a hacLstage area toward his waiting car when 

three shots caught him from behind. The temporal, 

spatial and symbolic aspects associated with the event 

charged the site with intense feelings of humilit>\ guilt 

and betrayal, as well as determination and hopefulness.

The Evolution of a Square 

A shocked nation, for the first time stricken by an 

enemy from w ithin, witnessed an unprecedented col

lective grief, which was anchored to this particular 

place. The public trauma and griefwere not followed, 

as in private mourning, by a sense of desperation and 

disorientation, solitude and social dysfunction. Rather, 

they were cast into new and evolving social, political 

ami physical patterns. The square served not only as a 

container and anchor for mass commemorative activi

ties but also as a scroll and canvas, as well.

The lei A\iv City Hall square, site of prime minister 

Yitzhak Rabin’s assassination after a rally November 4, 

1995, has become a stage to an extraordinary act of 

spontaneous public commemoration. In a countr)’ 

replete with official, iconic monuments to its past, this 

public place has witnessed the formation of a new kind 

of memorial — a stage for dein<x:rac>’, a place for 

public communication and action. The geography and 

the civic and symlwlic nature of the site have nurtured 

the fiinnation of a living memorial, a vital meeting 

place for political exchange and commentary.

Kikar Malchei Israel (Matchei Israel Square), as it was 

called before the assassination, is Tel Aviv’s central 

civic square and has always been associated with mass 

celebrations, fairs and }Hilitical demonstrations. It 

covers five acres (the largest paved public space in the 

city) and is surrounded on three sides by main streets 

with five- to six-stoty', mixed commercial and residen

The first month: spontaneous commemoration. The initial 

spontaneous commemoration was woven into patterns 

of imagery that were ritualistic, symbolic and emo

tional in nature. (jrou|>s of people, mainly youngsters 

who were later called “children of the candles,” 

formed circles, recited poems and sang songs for peace 

around puddles of memorial candles, flowers, posters 

and portraits of the slain leader. The circles started at 

the point of assassination and spilled over to the main 

square area. Portraits and candles, some arranged in 

s)Tnl>olic forms — the Star of David, the Menorah and 

the universal peace svmbol — or as letters spelling 

words were the initial focus of these rituals.*

.■ilvreanJoppofrnep<ige: Grief 

and concern about the ass
assination of Israeli Prime 

Minister Yitzhak Rabin 

found an outlet in impro

vised monuments near Tel 
Aviv's city hall and in mark
ings on the surface of the 

building and nearby walls. 
.(Mr.Effie Sharir, 01995 
Yediot Aharonot. Opposite 

pa^t: Mira Engler
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Before long, extemporaneous expressions of pain, 

anger, protest and shame mixed with a deep sense of 

guilt, found an outlet in the fonn of physical markings. 

People fastened their feelings directly to paving, walls 

and structures, creating a collage of iiighlv emotional 

writings. The texts concentrated first on the walls and 

c«)lutnns of Cit}’ I lall that were underneath the plat

form and «)n the adjacent shopping center wall, but 

soon they sj)read outward.

Within the next few days an iinprosised monument, 

referred to by the Israelis as the G<il'ed, marked the 

place of the murder.* It began with modest, p»crsonal 

offerings and evolved into an assemblage of objects 

originating in Israel's national history, religious tradi
tion ami universal svinbolisni. 'I'he core of the monu

ment constituted carefully crafted artifacts, such as a 

large basalt stone carvetl with Rabin’s name, a metal 

drum pierced by bullets brought from a target practice 

range in Lamm (a site syinlK)lic<if Israel’s War of 

Independence), the holy tablets of Decalogue w ith an 

inscription of only the Fifth (^oniinandment (“Thou 

shall not kill”) and a sculpture of a white dove. Other 

prominent objects included a clock standing still and 

marking the dnie of Rabin’s murder, an olive tree s'vm- 

lH)li7.ing peace and the national flag. Newspaper pic

tures and stories about Rabin’s life, memorial candles, 

flowers and personal notes were constantly added or 

taken away.

tatt(H>ed onto the skin of the place, reached out to the 

peripheries of the square. F-ver\' vertical surface within 

the boundaries of the square, including signage, rails, 

benches and the I lolocaust Memorial, became canvas 

for a collage of text and images. Spray, brush paint and 

markers were collaged with notes, pictures, newspajters 

cut-outs, bumper stickers w ith fresh slogans, and 

poems typeil on paper. Fhe graffiti were createil by 

thousands of individuals but seemed a coordinated 

piece, like a concert conducted by an imnsible maestro.

The fint year: iTatvery ami reorganization. Following a 

mass manorial rally <mc iiu)nth after the event, a stage 

of recovery and reorganization in the mourning 

process toiik place. ()n the one hand, the city gt)vern- 

inent, whose officials had to make their daily path 

through the site to enter the building, sought to put 

things back in onler, to return to routine. On the 

other, many citizens were iletermined to activate the 

place on behalf of Kahin's legacy.

In the name of good management and order the citv 

iHrgati cleaning the layers of wa.\ and reiiutving the 

offerings from the pavement, erasing most of the 

physit-al traces. .Most of the graffiti walls and the 

Gal’ed, however, remained intact due to constant 

presence and pressure of groups that began taking 

ow-nership over the place. After some of the walls were 

cleaned, they were covered with fresh messages.

Activists started using the site as a platform for new 

political organizations sup|>orting the peace process 

and protesting against violence, such as Mnutat Dor 

Shalom (The Peace Generation Association) and 

.Mishmarot I lashalom ('Fhe Peace Guards). These

By the end of the month-long mourning,? horizontal 

surfaces stretching halfway into the square were cov

ered with candles, posters, flowers and personal offer

ings with only narrow paths cutting through. Graffiti,
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G«n Hayir C«nt*r Gal

BfW!graffiti walh Hie conspicuous public geography of the space, its 

openness as well as intimacy, make it well-fitted for 

var\'ing group sizes. Small groups congregate near the 

monument while large crowds spill over to the parking 

area. The surrounding walls, pillars and rails are used 

to hang banners and targe placards needed for decor. 

During inhospitable weather the roofed area under

neath the platform shelters people and information 

booths. Groups playing music and singing became a 

common scene as chairs are set up in a circle.

During the first year several events bestowed new 

meanings on the site. Rabin's governmental coalition 

was defeated in the .May, 1996, elections, after which 

the place became associated with a sense of betrayal, 

defeat and victory to the cause of the murderer. People 

came to protest and ponder the sake of Rabin’s legacy. 

In September, on Rosh Mashana, the Jewish New Year, 

the site was filled with those who came to soul-search 

and reflect on past year’s events. During the Jewish 

holiday of Succoth, a Succah (a temporary shelter 

symbolizing the Israelites’ temporary dwellings in the 

Sinai desert during their journey to the promised land) 

was erected next to the makeshift monument endow

ing the site with religious authority. The Gal’ed was 

rearranged daily, while the graffiti grew thick with 

fresh layers of messages.

Simultaneously, there was an awareness of the impor

tance of giving the memory an official representation 

and of the long-term effect that the values communi

cated by that representation would have. Shortly after 

the assassination, the Tel Aviv city government began 

receiving proposals for placing memorials to Rabin in 

the square. According to historian Batia Donner, most 

of the proposals were written by ordinary citizens and 

many were verbal and devoid of any visual illustration. 

Quite a few of those proposals did not discuss concrete 

objects, but advocated the establishment of a sort of 

Hyde Park in the square. One person wrote; “This 

suggestion is based on a fear that the abyss rent open 

by the killing would lead tu a cultural battle and on a 

conscious perception of the need to reinforce the core 

of democracy, tu allow divergent views to coexist along 

with openness and communicadon.”4
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groups not only sought to advance their political cause 

but took it upon tltemselvcs to activate and tend the 

site of the assassination, to l)ccome a living memorial. 

The square became a stronghold of these groups and 

their political aims.

Plan of City Hall Square, 

with assassination site at 

upper right-hand corner. 

Givfibn: Mira Engler

New rituals centering around the murder site were 

soon established. Most prominent were gatherings on 

Friday afternoons and holidays, which transformed 

the place into a hub of political activities with a core of 

dedicated activists, many of their supporters and curi

ous passersby all involved in debates, discussions, peti

tion signing and distribution of supportive material.

Institutional commemoration commonly follows 

established national patterns. Official response to the 

assassination of Rabin, however, had to lace new dilem

mas with no precedent to follow. City officials — trying 

to respond to increasing public pressure but seeking to 

avoid any political orientation, fearing that it would

PLACfS12;2



The first iwtiversary ami second year: institutional com

memoration. riie official inomiment, Yad Yitzhak Raliiii 

O'lt/.hak Rabin Memorial), located a tew feet away 

from the point of assassination, was dedicated at an 

official ceremony on November i, 1996. in the pres

ence of Rabin s family members and many dignitaries.

The tiesign, by architect Claude (irundnian-Brigt- 

inann, resembles a rupture in the ground. It aunprises 

sixteen squares of rough-te.xtured basalt stones from 

the Galilee (the northern region of Israel), arranged in 

a grid anil contained by a steel frame. The stones pro

trude from the surface as if shaken by an earthquake. A 

soft light emits from lielow. According to the artist, the 

design represents the shuck the nation has undergone 

and the necessary attempt to contain the es-il. The steel 

frame represents a desire for a national unit)- and the 

light imdemeaih the stones symbolizes eternal hope.

On the night liefore the dedication ceremony, the 

Gal'ed was removed — officials claimed it would l)c 

exhibited in a future museum dedicated to Rabin. The 

speeches made at the ceremony implied that the per

manent, refined and stately monument w'ould fntally

deepen ideological divisions — could only agree on a 

physical monumeni that describes the problem and 

represents a desire for national unity. They were 

unable to confront the more ilitficuh umlerhing issues, 

or to rethink the priKcss and consider the (X)tential of a 

d\-namic, polemical pulilic commemoration.

Graffiti spread onto num
erous surfaces, including 

the walls of City Hall. 

I^hotos: Mira Engler

As a result, the city acted in an umletniR-raiic and care

less manner. The process of artist and prujxisal selec

tion was not made public and was hastily carried out 

through a process that, to an unknown degree, 

involved Rabins family and some active members and 

artists of the peace groups. As it turned out. the so- 

called committee that was formed was merely pre

sented with the final selection.

Then, in September, ten months after the event, the 

Gal’ed was moved to a parking space just acn>ss from 

the site of the murder to make space for the official 

memorial, which would be dedicated during an 

anniversary ceremon)-. Despite its very awk-ward loca

tion — tucked within a row of parkeil cars — people 

kept coming to the Gal’ed to reflect, extend offerings 

and messages, and take pictures.

CNGLtRr A UViNG MEMORIALPLACESI2:2
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Activists began using the 
site as a platform for new 

political organizations sup

porting the peace process 
that Rabin championed. 

Pifofo: Mira Engler

ensure that Rabin’s inemon- would pass on to future 

generations in an orderly' way. Nobody pondered the 

fate of the other existing forms of spontaneous public 

toinineinoration.

'Fo many |>eople, graffiti c{mnote social dysfunction, 

vandalism, street culture and urban ghettoes. but moti

vations for using graffiti are quite varied, including 

venting aggression and prote.sting social oppression, 

transmitting political messages, marking territory, 

communicating with the dead ami making memorials. 

CJraffiti of extemporaneous emotional nature arc a 

common response to sudden, shocking events.5

During the following year, the place acquired new 

routines and established its role as a seismograph for 

developments in the peace process. It continued to 

swirl with activists and supporters on Fridays and holi

days. Following terrorist attacks, militarj- tragedies 

and landmark government deliberations, the site 

Itecame energized and charged with a greater detenni- 

nation to make a difference. Newsjraper headlines 

were constantly pasted onto walls and became a 

changing scene, a reflection of the political state.

The (Hand)writing on the Wall

During this time a battle over the graffiti was carried 

Iwtween the city and the groups that inhabited the 

place. The graffiti have undoubtedly been a central, 

meaningful element in the mourning and remem

brance processes, but no serious, open, public discus

sion concerning their role, meaning ami fate has 

taken place.

The graffiti on the Tel Aviv City Hail walls were dif

ferent in nature and motivation from other graffiti in 

several ways. First, written words, not images, were 

used almost exclusively. For hundreds of years, the 

written word was almost the sole means Jewish people 

could use to express their culture, thus writing has a 

historic importance to Israelis, es|>ecially as a t<x)l of 

spontaneous expression.

Second, graffiti are ty'pically anonymous, hiding their 

creators’ identities. But the writers on the walls in the 

square signed their names, indicated their affiliations 

(including schools and kindergartens) and the places 

they came from, and dated their comments. Because 

the texts included this personal information, they 

helped transform the square from a public space into 

an intimate place.

PLACES12:2



Third, the texts went Ix'yond the urge to express 

emotions, or vent pain, anger and irustration. They 

were deliberate acts of public participation and com

munication; they offered a way for people to stop 

being quiet and passive, to take a stand, to fuel and 

reinforce the dcinncratic process that became threat

ened. The graffiti derives further significance in this 

context as it became a concrete expression of what has 

since been called “the writing on the wall," a maxim 

used as a metaphor for something whose unequivocal 

visual presence cried out to Ire noticed. It was a warn

ing sign of fate, now ascrilretl to another pattern of 

realit)'perception.

'I'he saved graffiti will l>e likely coated with a clear, 

protective cover and might be illuminated with special 

lighting. Short poles with connecting chains w'ill dis

tance viewers and passersby from the wall to help 

“frame” and “elevate the graffiti to a inuscuin-like dis

play,” Tartakover says.

The wide east column under the building and close to 

the point of the assassination will remain a surface on 

which people can continue writing messages. I hc wall 

will be painted over periodically. Though, “if hateful 

statements will be written, they' will be erased,” I'ar- 

takover adds, unable to explain who will decide what is 

hateful or inappropriate.

The walls became a medium for (>ondering and taking 

a stand on human nature, right and wrong, national 

values. dem(x:racy. jKilitics, w ar and peace. I'he mes

sages were sometimes e.vpressed as wall poetry' (popu

lar or amateur songs), sometimes as proverbs (“I lis 

death commended us peace”), sometimes simply' as a 

declaration; often they included quotes from the Bible 

(particularly, the story of the attempted sacrifice of 

Isaac or Yitzhak, in modern Hebrew), and most 

notably, questions directed to (iod, to the people or to 

Israel's leaders.

Nevertheless, in January, 1997, without any notice, the 

city painted over city hall’s eastern wall, where the 

entrances to the building are located, with beige 

paint — forever sealing the writings. The following 

Kriday, fresh graffiti reclaimed the painted w all, 

protesting the arbitrary act by the city. “You can paint 

the wall a hundred times hut c-annot erase the blood,” 

and “ The walls, w itnesses of the murder, cannot and 

will not be silenced,” two of the quotes read.

This marked the Ireginning of a battle between the city 

and the committeil group that regularly (recupied the 

place, 'riic graffiti walls were sacred; their erasure was 

seen an act of desecration. Since then the eastern wall 

has Ireen painted over twice again, yet fresh graffiti 

have persisted.

Early on, while the city was consiilering covering up 

the aesthetically disturbing graffiti, growing pressure 

from Mishinarot Hashaloni and its supporters resulted 

in a decision to seek professional advice, (iraphic 

designer David Tartakover was asked to examine the 

graffiti at the square and develop recommendations 

for handling it. Meanwhile, two picture Iwioks featur

ing the graffiti were published and an exhibit featuring 

la rge photos of the graffiti opened at the 'lel Aviv 

.Museum of .\rt.' This exposure elevated the graffiti to 

the level of historical document and artwork, giving it 

added legitimaev. Nevertheless, for many people, the 

graffiti’s unofficial nature, unconventional aesthetics 

and uncomfortable connotations were still hard 

to tolerate.

The second anniversary of the assassination, in 

Novcmlrer, 1997, was marked with an unprecedcntcil 

mass rally in the square. The place is frequently 

attended by visitors and passersby who place flowers 

and caiulles on the outer edge of the monument.

The official monument, 

Yad Yitzhak Rabin, located 
a few feet away from the 

point of the assassination. 

Photo: Mira Engler

In November, 1996, the city agreed to follow Tar- 

takover’s recommendations.' He proposed leaving the 

graffiti (except for what he called “inappropriate mes

sages”) on the concrete walls of City Hall, but erasing 

the text from all other elements — doors, rails and 

columns, and from an adjacent stone-covered wall 

(except for two boldly written worils, Slihtt. Nizkor, 

which mean “Forgive us, we’ll remember”). 'I'he era

sure, Tartakover explains, “will help to accentuate the 

remaining parts.
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A year after the assassina* 

tJon, graffiti continued to 
grow thick with new layers 
of messages.

Photo: Mira Engier

Sometimes a buslt»ad of tourists stops for a visit, which 

often culminates in picture-taking in front of the mon

ument, though many tourists spend time reading and 

sharing thoughts with others about the writing on the 

walls. LcK'al youth groups and schcM>lchildren on class 

trips arc often seen at the site, primarily engaging the 

walls. 'ITiey write messages and poems directly on the 

walls, or notes that they paste on top of existing graffiti.

A New Kind of Monument

The |K)wer an<l importance of the Gal’ed and the graf

fiti are related to the emotional energy they emlxjdy 

an<l the degree to which that energy is accessible to 

ordinary' citizens. The official monument, on the 

other hand, had the effect of detaching the memory of 

the assassination from any spontaneous intervention, 

of regulating the interpretation of that niemor\' and 

adapting it to the needs of the established value 

system, of replacing memory with history.

Philosopher Pierre Nora claims that if we were living 

our memories we would not need to create monu

ments or sites <if memory, or in his words, "lieux de 

Tnemoht.”^ Memorj’ and history are not alike, he main

tains. Memory is a subjective cestim4my, lived tradition 

as passed on through story telling. History is an objec

tive, tactual order of past events or |>eoplc formulated 

by the state and embe<lded in monuments to serve the 

national myth.

The myth of national unity, which the official monu

ment commemorates, was assassinated and ridiculed 

on November 4,1995. Rabin’s assassination forced 

Israelis to confront two radically new national condi

tions and check them against the existing value system. 

The peace with Arab neighlxirs and the deep divisions 

within society redefined the enemy and shattered the 

base ofnational unit)'. The designer of the official

PLACES12:210



monument saw her role as merely giving the idea of a 

nation tom apart a syinlM)lic, static form.

Notes

1. This pattern, though at a much smaller scale, 

repeated itself at Rabin’s grave site at Hertzel 

Mount in Jerusalem, in front of his Tel Aviv home 

and in many urban centers.

The assassination required a new kind of memorial, 

which neitlier city officials nor the designer of the 

monument understood. The artist missed an opportu

nity to act as a facilitator or a choreographer ot ener

gies and actions already shaping the place, The spon

taneous commemoration (the Gal’ed and graffiti) suc

ceeded where the institutional commemoration failed. 

Moreover, the cisic, political exchange and organiza

tion and the rituals that were established serve as a 

viable, counter monument; a living memory alongside 

the official monument. TTie memory is kept alive by 

people who after two years still continue to inhabit the 

site, interpreting, activating and making the memory 

of the event a vital driving force for civic transaction 

and individual reflection.

2. Gat'edis a Hebrew term for a place that commemo

rate an event or a figure. It derives from ancient 

Hebrew and means a stone or a heap of stones that 

witnessed an event, have been marked off and haw 

become sacred. It is close to the English term “cairn.'

3. Jewish religious tradition prescribes several mourn
ing periods: the first week of mourning following 

the burial, the Shivah, in which the family spends 

time together at the house of the dead while friends 

pay a visit; the diirtieth day of the mourning, on 

which the family reveals the gravestone; and the 

anniversary date, on which the family returns to 

visit the grave.

4. See catalogue of the exhibition “Map of Memor\-, 

Spectrum of Commemoration in iMemory of 

Rabin,” edited by Datia Donner, Eretz-Israel 

Museum, Tel Aviv, November 1996.

The selected graffiti walls, however, will be censored 

and transfonned from an active, living institution into 

a fixed, sacred element. Clearly, the criteria for the 

selection are aesthetic. I'he small wall section left for 

continuous, though regulated, public input is but a 

token to the idea of democracy.

5. Robert Reisner, Tu'o Thousand Years of Wall Writing 
(Chicago, IL: Cowles Book Company, Inc. 1971)

6. Hanoch Sar, Shalom-IIaver (Tel-Aviv, Israel: Saar 

1 louse, 1995) and Gadi Dagon (photographer), 

Graffiti at )ltzhak Rabin Square, November 1995 (Tel 

Aviv municipality, Israel, 1996)

7. The tendency of the city to accept 'lariakover’s sug

gestions was clarified to me <jn a casual visit with 

Meir Doron, the city’s general manager, on one of the 

Friday gatherings in the square on 8 November 1996. 

Meir Doron is also the force behind the establish

ment of and decisions about the official monument.

The city government could indeed have a role as a 

facilitator. It should reap the opportunity to use the 

emotional energies to reinforce democracy and civic 

life in the city's most important public space. The 

memorial created by the public at the square should lie 

seen as a strateg)- that re-engages the notion of citi

zenship and social responsibility’ as inseparable from 

the individual.

The physical space could enhance this endeavor. Graf

fiti walls should continue to serve and encourage 

future writings without censorship and new structures 

or partitions could be added for additional space for 

writings. The area around the site of the murder could 

l>e made a place for speakers and small gatherings, 

similar to Speakers Comer in Hyde Park, London, 

where podiums, steps and paved areas provide orators 

and auilience with stages for verbal exchange and 

debates. The area could take the form of small circles 

for children’s activities, for reading poems and stories. 

The city should develop a jtrogram of temporary art 

installations located throughout the square and deal

ing with social and political issues.

A meaningful monument to Vitzhak Rabin could only 

be based on a strateg)’ that fuels communication and 

actions, that engages the cornerstones of deniocrac’y 

and the road for peace.

8.1 spoke with David Tartakover on the telephone on 
} October 1996. He was then in the process of writ

ing his recommendations to the city.

9. Pierre Nora, “Between Memory and History,” 

translated from Les Lieux de Memoire, in Zmanim, 

an Historical Qttarttrly 45 (Summer, 1993),
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raitklptitory dMign is
rooted in fundamental

American traditions of the

right to assemble and civil j

the United States^ But1dbobcdiencc Protecting / ■ 

of Negro removal was a | |
urban ranewaiasa I

vital expression of the I
rights movement andHe^
birth of advocacyph^io^

I >
Pbotv and graphics:
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Cultivating
a Visionary
Synthesis
Increasingly, American
approaches to participa

tory design are being
imported by new
democracies around the

world. The community
design plan for the

Tseng-Wein River area
of coastal Taiwan illus

trates the opportunities

and challenges in
emerging participatory
societies that lack U.S.
traditions of participa
tory planning. The text
and photos that follow

tell the story of that
region and the plan. ^

Pttim: Commonwealth magazine

and Randolph T. Hester, Jr.
Gtvfititr: Randolph T. Hester, Jr.
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In this article, I trace the development of local partici

pation' from its historical roots through the civil rights 

movement, and I examine the multiple impacts that 

movement has had on the way we make places today.

I uncover a participatory gridlock that compels me to 

urge a new local participation with a broader view of 

the public good,

The Roots of Participation

Participatory design in the U.S. is buttressed by prin

ciples on which our government was founded and 

values held dear since the inception of the nation. 

These provide both the ideological and operational 

underpinnings of local participation.^

Much of the political discussion surrounding the 

founding of the U.S. centered on the role of local par

ticipation. Benjamin Franklin considered active partic

basis of citizenship was also derived from face-to-face 

participation.

Not surprisingly, the O)nstitutjon’s First Amendment 

grants not only freedom of speech hut also the right 

tt) peaceably assemble and the right to to petition the 

government to redress grievances. These rights, along 

with those embedded in the Tenth Amendment, which 

empower states and the people, protect local participa

tory activity.

Equally powerful in the nation’s collective memory is 

civil disobedience. Henry David Thoreau posited a 

corollary to Jefferson’s moral imperative to participate 

in government: as one must obey just laws, one must 

disobey unjust ones. This theme of civil disobedience 

is recalled repeatedly in local activism. It is the foun

dation of Saul Alinsky’s Ruits for Radicals as well as the 

central justification Martin Luther King, Jr., used in 

his “Letter from a Birmingham Jail’’ and throughout 

the civil rights movement. It is one basis for today’s 

militia movement.

Americans have traditionally formed groups to solve 

problems. 'Ib objective observers this, as much as or 

more than the supremacy of the individual, distin

guishes the U.S. from other nations. In Democracy in 

Amerua, Alexis de Tocquevnlle noted that Americans 

of all ages, conditions and predispositions were con

stantly forming associations for great and small under

takings. He observed that Americans were unable to 

act in the public interest by themselves. Iinjrortantly, 

Ibcqueville regarded these local associations posi-

PowerPOWER

ipation in government a moral imperative because 

every citizen’s opinion was important.3 The archety]>al 

expression of this is the New England town meeting, 

at which attendance is expected and each citizen may 

voice his or her opinion. For Thomas Jefferson, the

A^ve. Saul Alinsky, in his 

book Kules for Radicals, 

defined strategies for 
equalizing power through 

direct participatory action 

— techniques that were 
useful in both labor orga

nizing and city design.

Left: Participatory design 

is based on a particularly 

American characteristic 

of forming associations 
to reduce dependence on 

government. Human fulfill
ment and community devel

opment objectives are so 

defined that participatory 
efforts are the common 

ground of both progressive 

and conservative politics.
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North Korea

r"rively. because they replace dependence u|i«n govem- 

meni.-t I lerein lies the philosophical common grountl 

of progressive community designers ami anti-govern- 

inent Republicans.

Andrew Jackson concretized the ptjpulisl ideals for 

local self-help, private and public barn raising, and 

decentralization. JacLson held that the yeoman was 

more capable than the bureaucrat. I'he Agricultural 

F.xtension Service and early social work [trojects, such 

as settlement houses, put the principle of self-help into 

operation. 'I'hey guided the making ot civic works of 

all sorts, from town halls to streets to garbage disposal, 

thrttugh voluntecrism.

Japan

<
South Korea

China

Tim

, I
Taiwan

HorgKong

riOM-NwiArw •

t
Philippines

For more than a hundred years, the tlay-tt)-day opera

tions of most American local governments were man

aged directly by elected officials, and most civil plans 

were created and improved through voluntary efforts. 

But by the late i8oos, the inability of elected officials 

to deal with increasingly complex urban problems and 

widespread corruption led to calls for l<Kal govern

ment reform. Ultimately, the cit)' manager fonn of 

local government replaced elected commissioner - 

managers, professionalizing citt' management and 

reducing g«wernmem corruption.

► The Tseng-Wen River 

area is home to a vibrant 
fishing and aquaculture 

economy that provides 
sixteen thousand jobs 

and a centuries-old way 
of life. People live in vil

lages like Chi-Ku, 
Chiang-Chun and Pei- 
Men, which are sur

rounded by lagoons, 
mangrove forest and 
wetlands that attract 

more than two hundred 
species of birds, includ
ing the rare Black-faced 
Spoonbill. ►

One of the unforeseen side effects of professionalized 

city management was the separation of citizens from 

decisions alxiut their Icxral environments. Profession

als assumed more and more responsibility for daily 

o|>erations and community design, ('iiizcns gladly 

gave up the chores, and professionals gladly took over 

not only the chores but also the power associated with 

iheir execution. Thus began a long, slow decline in 

hands-on citizen control of local places, ami an uncon

scious undermining of local participatory denuKracy, 

planning and design.

Civil Rights

If participatoty community design slumbered in the 

hj^pnotic trance of professionalized city management, 

it was reawakened with a start by the civil rights move

ment. Issues of racism and poverty uiiirnagined by the 

authors of the Thirteenth Amendment exploded into 

the -American consdoasne.ss. Civil rights leaders is-sued 

the challenge in the precise words of Franklin, Jeffer

son, the First Amendment and Thoreau.

In his April i6,1963, “Letter from a Birmin^am Jail, 

King justified local civil disolHfdience by laying claim 

to the traditional tenets of participaton,- democracy — 

with Shadrack, Meshack and Abednego, Socrates and 

the Boston lea Party supporting.5 The challenge for
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the white moderate, King argued, was his or her 

inability to choose justice over order. This could just 

as well have l>een a professional challenge to designers 

whose very work was creating order.

Although the civil rights movement attended primarily 

to legal, educational and social issues, the ph)-sical dty 

was the battleground. Plans for urban renewal and free

ways in low-income black ncighborhtKxls became the 

focus of civil protests and hKal participatory design.

Advocacy planning was created esjvecially to serve the 

civil rights struggle by preventing urban renewal (often 

called “Negro removal") and freeway tx>nstruction 

from destroying the neighlHirhocMls of low-income
quervees like inadequate 
water and violations of 
Agenda 21 principles of 

biodiversity—^two abo
riginal village will be 

flooded to secure water 

from three watersheds 
away and the black
faced spoonbill will be 

sent into an extinction 
vortex from habitat loss).

^ Fishermen were 
shocked and outraged 
when an industrial com

plex, the Binnan project, 
proposed filling Chl-Ku 

Lagoon and thousands 
of acres of wetland.

Their jobs and way of life 
were to be sacrificed for 

the Binnan Complex, 
supported by the Presi

dent of Taiwan and pow
erful corporation. A gov
ernment-sponsored envi

ronmental review 
seemed and seems likely 

to be rubber stamped in 

spite of serious conse-

But the fishermen had 

little legal recourse. 
Bloody protests resulted 

and continue. Simulta
neously the fishermen 
and a local legislator ^

of Related Water Supply and Orversion Projects 
ror the Binnan Industrial Cornpiex

ethnic groups. An advt>cate planner, as Paul Davidoff 

described, served low-income ethnic clients as a lawyer 
who e.\clusively adv(K-ates his or her client’s interests.^ 

Most of us who practice community design today were 

initiated into participatory design through advocacy.

Advocac)- planning required extensive community 

participation, not only to create plans that met clients’ 

needs but also to empower low-income residents to 

improve their lives and environments and to be active 

in community life. This new approach to planning 

embraced distirder tt> achieve justice, forever changing 

American city design. Even more, the civil rights 

movement rekindled local participatory democracy in 

every aspect of city life and changed the way citizens 

participated in city making.

Muttrwl Cdmetti

EimupiUBTHir
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Reclaiming abandoned lights. When |)t>or l)lack people 

began protesting urban renewal, more affluent citizens 

smugly thought, “That couldn’t happen to me” but 

were shocked to that realize they, we, none of us, had 

power over our local environments. VV’c couldn’t get 

something as simple as a stop sign put up in our neigh- 

borh(K>ds because we had given up tlie right. Six 

months of bureaucracy separated us from a decision 

and then the answer might be, “We’ll study It.” Citi

zens all over the country began reclaiming what Toc- 

queville observed was a characteristic of the U.S. — 

local associations doing what government might be 

e.v{)ected to do.

Specific legal standing. During the civil rights era, 

national community development legislation required 

widespread and ma.ximum feasible participation at the 

local level. The .Model Cities Program ushered in 

institutionalized participation in ptnir neighborhocxls 

and federal revenue-sharing required similar partici

pation in each city.

This led to extraordinary local success stories. Yet in 

some cases, citizens attained more power than they 

were willing or able to assume responsibility for.

Power required too much time, effort, unselfishness 

and vision to assume the responsibility.

The environmental impact review, part of the land

mark National Environmental Protection .\ct (NEP.\) 

required citizen granted local citizen participation 

special legal standing. Unfortunately, it largely con

ferred the power to stop projects, an unexpected by

product of the legislation.

Many splintered public goods. Few people questioned the 

growth-oriented plans of cities until the civil rights 

movement ushered in advocacy planning, which called 

ftir planners to develop separate designs for poor com

munities and to argue for those plans regardless of the 
larger public impact. Citizens of all persuasions realized 

that the single city plan didn’t represent them either. In 

fact, that single agenda didn’t represent most people.

.\dvocacy, conceived to address issues of racism and 

povert)’, inspired multiple city and neighlxirhood plans 

representing multiple vested interests. This effectively 

ended the idea ofa single, citywide public good. These 

many splintered plans, each seeking positive outcomes 

for individual neighborhoods and homogenous cities, 

have debilitated wholistic, visionaiy public plans. Any 

broad city vision is likeh' to be attacked because it vio

lates some narrow, vested interest.

Decline of trust. Until the 1960s, citizens had increas

ingly trusted scientists, elected leaders, police author

ity-, city’ managers and experts who formulated city 

plans. But the urban renewal and freeway battles asso

ciated with the civil rights movement called that trust 

into question, replacing it with skepticism. Bogus sci

ence justifying growth and environmentally disastrous 

projects turned skepticism to disdain; citizens began U) 

dismiss science as relative in every case Ivecause hired- 

gun scientists gave competing scientific spins on 

almost every decision of short-term economic import. 

As a result, the value of science, truth, e.xj)erLs and 

rational planning was debunked.

1 his is worrisome l>ecause society- has a desperate need 

to integrate the best available knowledge alMmt biodi

versity and sustainability' into decision-making at the 

local level. The mistrust of leaders is shortchanging 

participatory efforts, since hxral participation never ful

fills its potential unless there is strong local leadership.

Recent Shifts in Participatory Design 

'I'he civil rights movement impacted participatory 

design directly and profoundly, yet transfomiation.s in 

local participation since then make it wildly different 

than it was during the civil rights era. .Although it is 

impossible to characterize participation throughout 

the country, five trends can l>c noted.

Fivn/ idealism to entrepivneurship. For a moment, the 

civil rights movement held up local participation as

Opposite page: Advocacy 
planning served the civil 

rights movement but it has 
had profound unintentional 

side effects that run counter 

to its original goals.

Ijfi: Participatory design 
has been transformed dra

matically over the past 
three decades. Some trends 

evolved, some revised, all 

became more complex and 
varied depending upon 

local context.
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tance, ami it remains much more difficult to accom

plish any collective goal in a p<H)r neighborhood a>m* 

pared to a wealthier one.

From iion-i'iolent amateurs to high-tech professionals. Par

ticipatory methotls have transfonned from unsophisti

cated techniques inspired liy the non-violence of 

Cihandi and Martin Luther King, Jr., to high technol- 

(]gy games, entertaining stimulations, mediations and 

modified nominal group techniques. Can you imagine 

Saul Alinsky’s shock at this evolution? From baked 

beans to computer-generated altenvatives and stan

dard operating procedures. But with improved partici

patory techniques, designers are much better 

equipped today to design meaningfully with citizens.

From community to self interest. I^iical participation 

during the civil rights era revolved around commu- 

nit)"^ purpose, hence the name “community design.” 

There was a sense in poor neighlnirhoods that “we 

are all in this together.” The assumption was that if

the great hope for equality and a just society. Early 

participatory designers, drawn to that hope, were 
extraordinarily idealistic. Most of us didn’t know how 

to do what we were trying to do, hut luckily the estab

lishment people were blockheads, providing op|K)rtu- 

nities for grassroots action.

Doing participatory planning and community devel

opment now is extremely difficult compared to thirty 

years ago. Idealism seldom suffices. Bureaucrats 

seldom make mLstakes. They protect their interests 

through risk management and standard operating pro

cedures. Legal minutiae govern every aspect of collec

tive action and community development, .Moreover, 

community' design now de^vends on knowledge of real 

estate, bank practices and housing loans, not just g<H)d 

intentions and protest. As a result of these factors and 

more, idealism has changed to entrepreneurship.

Opposite fMfit. top: Grassroots 
groups once were subjected 
to top-down, manipulative 

education programs. Now 
they use sophisticated edu
cational campaigns to influ

ence plans or Introduce 

innovations.
Opposite page, hloss-: Successful 

participation requires a 
careful balancing of private 

and public interest.

From urban renetral to envhvnmental racism. Urban 

renewal and freewa\-s were the main threats to pewrr

leadership were developed in poor communities, then 

thiise people would stay and be leaders. But, many of 

those people, when they get resources, abandon their 

neighborh<K)ds.

'lliis is exacerbated by the fact that every community 

desires to achieve what the stK'ial class just above it 

has. The environments that people create represent 

the best possible life they can achieve. 'ITiat life is 

often defined by others; environmental status-seeking 

results in a bigger house, a private pool, a wider 

street, a fancier gated neighborhood — all of which 

diminish community.

neighborhoods thirty years ago. Now these places face 

new threats, as well as <dd ones only recently discov

ered. The power of advocacy to address issues tjf race 

and poverty has not only been diluted, but also is 

being used to exclude poor people of color.

For example, as wealthy citizens mastered local partic

ipation and environmental risks have become clearer, 

poor communities have received a dispn>portionate 

number of unwanted and dangerous land uses. Such 

environmental racism restricts access to desired 

resources and poses health risks uniinagined several 

decades ago.

Issues like these have split the focus of participation 

between positive community development and resis-

Iff: Racial exclusion tar
geted by the civil rights move

ment evolved from color bar

riers to equally insiduous 

environmental racism. 

Aher^erigbtjloday participa
tory design entails high tech

nology games, simulations 

and mediation techniques.

Public life in America is always a combination of com

munity and private interests. 'I'he balance shifts from
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J .time to time in one ilireetion or the other. C.itir.ens 

toilay are more openly iiiotivatc<l hy self-interests; 

they are usually short-sighted; local efforts are increas

ingly segregated along class and racial lines; citizens 

are increasingly sophisticated ijt their knowledge of 

participation law; and often they are fearful. N’l.MBV, 

LULU and N(K ).S actions, among tnhers, motivate cit

izens; SL.APF suits counter.

/

F}V7h infonuhig to educatmg. When .\mstein character

ized the different degrees of citizen participation thirty 

years ago, she looked unfavorably on the use of partici- 

[lation as a process to inform or educate the public; after 

all, government representatives often simply informeil 

citizens of plans after they had been finalized.' ^ solicited assistance 
frona National Taiwan

nized massive public 

education campaigns 
University, the University within the watershed 
of California Berkeley

and American participa- events have attracted 
tory designers. The re
sulting work reflects both 
advocacy-era confronta- the fragile ecology; 

tion and a participatory sculptural spoonbill

migration on the Berke
ley campus kicked off 
the international educa

'Ibday grassroots groups use sophisticatetl educational 

campaigns themselves to influence the outcome of 
plans or inmKiuce innovations. They frequently d«) 

research to discover what other gnm[)s have done in 

similar situations, using newsletters and computer net

works that link thousands of local groups. In addition, 

they often do primary field research aided bv scientists, 

s|>eciaiist5 and advocacy organizations. Education, 

once aimed to manipulate citizens at the grassnmLs, has 

become one of the most powerful grassnK)ts tools.

and worldwide. Local

thousands of regional 

visitors to learn about

refrain with a view.

The local legislator and 
students from NTU and 
Berkeley have orga-

tion campaign. ^
Wanted: A Refrain with a View 

Participatory design Unlay remains rooted in historic 

values dear to .\merican citizens. Asswiations, chil 

disobedience, local control, populism and more arc
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alive in grassroots planning, .\iore people participate 

in local planning than ever before, and more people 

volunteer their time, energ\- and talent. Ix)cal partici

pation enjoys unprecedented legal authority, educative 

capacity and technology.

Unfortunately, the result in many cases has been grid

lock, not participatory utopia. The capacity of partici

patory^ design to address issues of local environmental 

racism and poverty diminished as advocacy bect)me 

the planning approach of choice for other interests. 

Effective advocacy allowed powerful, local interests — 

both new and old — to dominate, creating many splin

tered special interest plans, all emjwwered by partici

patory process and associated legislation with the 

capacity to block other actions. Clontlici mediation, 

the best recent participatory innovation, is seldom 

able to do more than divide the public good among 

the most powerful interests.

This is due to more than advocacy gone mainstream. A 

second problem is that local control has bec«)ine the 

political dumping ground for intractable problems. 

TTiird, local control has been illusionary, granting the 

power to stop actions without investing localities with 

the powers they need to solve problems. As a result, 

citizens are unwilling and unable to acxrepi responsibil

ity at the nei^borhood level. Fourth, non-local 

authority' has not provided leadership to balance selfish 

neighborhood interests which, in turn, have discounted 

most attempts at visionary leadership. Fifth, advocacy' 

planning w'as particularly ill-equipped to develop and 

use the inte^ted science and sv'steinic interconnect

edness required for ecological sustainability.

Advocacy servetl and senses a purpose. Otherwise, it 

would not have come to so dominate /Vmerican city 

making. But we are faced with a challenge to invent 

new, local participatory planning pr<x:esses that better 

address today’s issues. I believe the new process most 
needed to replace parochialized advocacy creates what 

I call a local refrain with a view.

& •:

^ Alternative plans have
been developed by a
team comprised of
Berkeley and NTU schol

ars and experts from var

ious fields working
directly with local fishing
groups. Local fishermen

had to teach scientists
and designers about
little-known patterns of

nature and culture
through many day-long

boat trips to remote wet
land locations (little sci
entific study had been

•f.Adone on spoonbill A Refrain

The practice of local participation must be shifted dra

matically towards a more holistic and inclusive view, 
which can be illustrated with a musical analogy. Advo

cacy encouraged the public to sing new, individual 

verses until no one remembered the words of the civic 

refrain — what we sing with everyone else in our com

munities. We need to learn how.

\
Ibehavior but fishermen % N .

knew their patterns inti
mately). Local workshops

are tedious, often going
through three transla

tions for each speaker.
Scientific maps had to ^
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communirv lift;. \\Tien the iliscussion moves l>eyonil 

the ideological growth- no-growth barrier to a place- 

specific dialogue, a stning consensus can emerge about 

what to protect and where and how to develop.

Certainly, methods that teach empathy and demon

strate systemic interdependence should be used more 

in participatory processes. lechniques such as role- 

playing, listening, Lost on the Moon and shared goal

setting shake participants out of tltcir narrow, vested 

interests. Transaclive, coniimmity-building techniques 

like these follow a welcome trend towards consensus 

building and away from adversarial planning and liti

gation. But they often create a refrain without a vision, 

uninspired status quo places.

The first demonstration experiment was in Luiion 

County, Pa., a hundred miles away from the hay along 

its main tributary, the Susquehanna River. Local 

people, who had little interest in the hay’s water qual

ity, identified creeks and dniinagcways that were cen

tral to the communin-'s identity. 'I'hese watershed fea

tures were among the most sacred to jK'ople, regard

less of their position on property rights. A first-ever 

plan is now being being developed by the county in 

cooperation with local citizens U) presen’e the water

courses and manage water qualiU’. In this way, non-

The twelve-step participa
tory design process used by 

the author has expected 

outcomes from each step in 

terms of design content, 
place relationship, human 
fulfillment and community 

development. The process 

relies on orderly steps to 
promote fairness and the 
use of science and more dis

orderly steps to encourage 
creativity and innovation.

A View: Visionary Synthesis

'll) achieve a refrain with a view requires a visionary 

sj nthesis that takes into account various vested inter

ests, dieir content, personality and power. This syn

thesis must reveal opportunities that most people have 

not recognized, extract broad civic v ision from com- 

munitv' participants and culminate in the creation of 

inspired places that touch the heart. This can lx? done 

by a visionary leader like Mayor Joseph P. Rilev, Jr., of 

Charleston, S.C., a citizen with public foresight like 

Zel Young in Mount \ ernon. Wash., or a grassroots 

group with regional perspective like Friends of 

Runyon Canyon in 1 lollywood. But in many cases, 

multi-insightful participation depends on the commu

nity designer. This is a vital role, often alxlicated in 

favor of facilitation or mediation.

12 STEP MASTER PLAN PROCESS
vAMi rm«rmi» STtmM

0's

SETTINQ QOALBLIBTEWtHQ 21
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Participatory vision can be nurtured through creative 

processes like svitectics. Take Part workshops, getting 

a gestalt and other architectural approaches to prob

lem-solving. \1sionary consensus can be implemented 

incrementally by employing community' building and 

visionary approaches in concert, simultaneously. For 

example, consider the use of cross-linked participation 

in contrast to segregated participation.

Cross-linkedpafticipalion. Balkanized participation pro

duces local groups with simitar goals moving on paral

lel track-s without conimtmicaring or cooperating, and, 

in many cases, undermining outcomes that could he 

mutually beneficial. Cross-linked participation begins 

to stitch these efforts together, breaking harriers of 

locality', region, class, ideology and culture.

For example, the Chesapeake Bay experiment engages 

citizens throughout that watershed to cooperate to 

improve water quality by identilying local sacred 

places. The idea is that |>eople who are at odds over 

lix:al private propverty rights and no-growth battles 

will most often agree about the .specifics of places that 

arc sacred — unique to their locale and essential to
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Right: Community design 

workshop for a re9ional 
open space network in the 

Santa Monica Mountains. 
Far right: Research on the 

Soquel Demonstration State 
Forest near Santa Cruz, 
Calif., depends on citizen sci
ence volunteers. The project 

seeks to restore steelhead 

trout and coho salmon to 
the Soquel watershed.

Btha right: Workshops in the 

community design process 
in Yountville, Calif., involved 
citizens walking the town 

under scripted guidance to 
define what the most mem

orable images of town 

were, then developing spe
cific design plans to enhance 

or improve those memories.

point source pollution pr«)bleins can be addressed in 

many tlifferent communities, not by federal mandate, 

but by getting local people of different persuasions to 

jointly identify what is most imprtrtant to their sense 

of place.

concrete e.xamples by building more sustainable local 

habitats, and create local institutions that can endure 

and thrive beyond Icnee-jcrk crises.

Combining urban ecological science with participa

tor}* methods requires experimental approaches to 

city-making like Urban Ecology’s Blnepriutfora Sus- 

iainahU Bay Area. 'I'he Blueprint was developed by 

hundreds of Bay .\rea residents working with interna

tional experts on various aspects of sustainability. The 

fixuLs of these interactions between lay participants 

and scientists was a series of educational worlcshops in 

which experts made presentations then worked with 

citizens to apply scientific and technical principles to 

designing the Bay .Area. This forces the science 

experts to turn their knowledge into specifics of city 

design and forced citizens to consider complex data 

rather than NIMBY approaches to urban development.

Rennrableparticipation. 'Ib be relevant tcxlay, participa

tory design must be able t<i contriliute directly t<i the 

creation of sustainable communities. Of all our insti

tutions, local participation is l>est situated to help 

reform personal day-to-day unsustainable behavior 

because it represents the local pan of thinking globally 

and acting ItKaily.

The key is to institute panicipatory pr<K*esses that 

help increase people’s awareness of ecological implica- 

tioirs of their choices about housing size and daily 

transportation; and that encourage people to consider 

the cumulative impact of their actions, confront local 

groups with their recent unsustainable |H)litics, offer
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More importantly, an overhaul of NKPA to encourage 

sustainable innovations and discourage frivolous liti

gation would make local participation more sustain

able. The KIR pnK'ess that resulted from NKPA legisla

tion has two major problems regarding creating a 

more ecologically sound city.

First, the -act suggested that the preservation of nature 

is good, which works well in wilderness environmental 

reviews, but in urban contexts preserving nature is not 

the same as presening biodiversitt'. A.s a result, the EIR 

resiew forces subdivders to set aside open space 

(“nature is good”), but most often the open space pre

served is in fragments that do not link core habitats, 

eventually resulting in biodiversity loss. Or the KIR 

finds a low-density svibdivisijm perfectly acceptable, 

although it violates many principles of sustainable city 

design. All you need to do to mitigate negative envi

ronmental impacts is widen streets. NKPA needs to be 

revisited to strengthen principles ot urban biodiversit}' 

and sustainable city <iesign.

Second, the KIR process needs revisiting to strengthen 

protection of jworer communities. At present, envi

ronmental review leads to dumping unwanted land 

uses in poor neighborhtHKls and prevention ofs(x.iai 

service uses and access to oj>cn spaces in wealthy 

neighborhotkls. Wealthy and-or professional com

munities use the participator)’ of legal rights of NKPA 

to abuse its intents.

•• '•WinI

^ be localized. Decisions 
are infrequently made at 

worksht^s, requiring 
instead thoughtful 

family discussion out 
of public view.

and high technology. A 
coastal highway is like
wise rejected because of 

damage to the wetland 

upon which the existing 
and future fishing econ
omy depends. Wetland 
critical for the spoonbill 

survival are set aside for 
conservation and fishing.

The alternative plan 
rejects the petrochemi
cal complex and reallo

cates water to fishing, 

aquculture, ecotourism, 
value-added industry

rhinl, the process is so bureaucratized that it stifles 

creativity in making cities more sustainable. Changing 

the rules would lead to a period of experimentation 

that is sorely needed.

Urban development is 
directed to existing ^

Fourth, the citizen right to sue leails to frivolous suits 

that are driven by selfish interest, not the public gtxtd. 

.A clarification of bicKliversity and sustainable intents 

should limit legal action.

Reflectivepaiticipution. The increasing ability to decen

tralize education provides the possibility' to localize 

science and thereby reduce mistrust of it. More 

thoughtful, even meditative, local participatory design 

shouUl result. One model is ihe Conrad, Montana, 

Study Group, whicli has met for years to research, dis

cuss and think about alternative actions for the town. 

The step in conflict resolution of listing areas of 

uncertainty’, the .Agricultural Extension Service, 

Friends’ meetings and citizen science create founda

tions for other reflective participation.
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To elaborate on one example, the Cornell Lab of 

(Ornithology brings together ecologists and volunteers 

who are trained to do research in complex processes 

like the dispersal and sprt*ad of diseases. Important 

discoveries about conjunctivitis, among other research 

topic's, have been made through this program.

Neighborhood science similarly monitors water quality, 

tree health and toxics in communities around the coun

try. In the Soquel watershed near Santa Cruz, Calif., the 

state forestrj.' department is engaged in ongoing 

research to detennine how to improve the salmon habi

tat. Citizens volunteer to do fish and insect cx>unts 

under the supervision of field scientists. Improvements 

to streamside vegetadun, gravel and stream banks and 

changes in forest practices have significant!)' improved 

fish habitat and urban water qualic)'.

Refoatsedpankipation. W’e need to refocus on the fun

damental reason participator)' design was embraced 

thirt)’years ago: environmental justice. Readjusting 

the vision of “Letters from a Birmingham Jail" in 

today’s light offers three day-to-day practica:

(1) Local participation can l)est enhance a sense of 

communitv' when that intention is consciously 

pursued, even at the expense of other worthy 

objectives.

^ towns and away from Prgictfad QrewBi Eca*Mri«n MGraanUMueby

fragile habitats. Eco-
tourism experiments
have been widely popu
lar. An ecological center

is on the drawing boards
and a salt museum has

been proposed. Local
organizations have been
strengthened though

the participatory effort
and have made unusual
cross-linked coalitions 

with competing towns 
and the few supportive 

government agencies.

S'Ji

(2) Local participation can overcome environmental 

injustices only when the prwess precludes pushing 

those injustices onto a less powerful l(K:alitv.

(3) Local participation can empower the disempow- 

ered only if it does not continually empower the 

alreadv’powerful.

In spite of all these par

ticipatory success, the 
environmental assess
ment of the petrochemi
cal complex is still likely 

to be approved. It is not 
clear what action will 

then be required but the 
combination of interna

tional outrage and local 

empowerment consti
tutes a new force in 

grassroots community 
design in Taiwan. 

—Randolph T. Hester, Jr.

Piti|>a»d Oran*' ’"•h B«wan MuWItl ComcMoi
t

Advocacy alone cannot be expecietl to solve environ

mental injustices. Approaches like filing amiaiscivicae 

briefs and cross-linking to benefit |KH)r communities 

need to be championed.

Local checks and rfgional balamts. Fora refrain with a 

view to work most effectively, however, new foriivs of 

governance are required. Effective coinmunit)’ partici

pation depends equally on local empowerment and 

simng non-local authorit)?—with a dynamic, continu

ous tension Iretween the two.

'I'his requires two counteracting forces, one closer to 

the grassroots, the other closer to the top than present 

city and county government. T he grassrimts must be 

em|K)wered with the authoritv' and responsibilitv' for 

positive lot'al action. This empowers neighborhood
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giivemment «ith some «>f the authorin’ of present dt\’ 

and county government, which it would replace.

The non-local balance to local control is best 

situated at both the national and regional levels.
This requires empowerment of regional government 

with a clear delineation of jurisdiction, preferalily 

along bioregional lines, to balance panK-hial interests 

and to enforce ecological sustainability and environ

mental justice.

Notes

1. L<ical participation refers to citizen participation in 

community design, often called participatory design 

or grassroots design. Although each of these has a 

slightly different meaning, they are taken here as a 

single entity, more alike than different.

2. This sections borrows heavily from lecture notes for 

a course, “Chtizen Participation in the Plannijig 
Process," taught at the Universiw of C-alifontia, 

Berkeley. I am indebted to Marcia AIcNally and Ed 

Blakely for their ideas.
This dualitV' should spawn visionary, self and commu

nin’ interest plaiming that engages pc(*ple at the grass

roots with real power, face-to-face decision-making 

and caring, yet is balanced with bioregional authorin’. 

'Phis would place appropriate value «m incremental

ism. yet prevent narrow, local t<>cus without larger 

public vision.

3. In practice, only the opinions and participation of 
land-holding white males counted.

4. How these ideas related to community development 
is descril>e{l in R. Warren, Petypectives on the Ameri

can Community (New York: Rand McNally. 1973).

5. Martin Luther King.Jr, “letter from a Birming
ham Jail,” in T Lowi, Ed., Private Life itnd Public 

Ore/«’(New York: Norton, 1968), 45-^4.

6. Paul Davidoff, “.\dvocacv- and PluraUsm in Plan- 

n\npi'' Journal oj the American Institute of Plan nets 

31:4(1965), 33E.

7. Sherry R. Arnstein,“A Ladder of Citizen Participa

tion.of the American Institute of Planners 35:4 

duly 1969), 216-224.

Conclusion

ITere remains extraordinary fmwer in collective, grass- 

r<K>ts parddpation. (inm|)s still are able to do things 

together that they could never d« ► iiulejvendently. 

.Although there is nothing inherent in the pr<K'ess of 

I(K.-al participation that guanmcees prwitive change, it is 

one of the best invesanents of time and energx- in 

effecting positive jKrsonal and city inetainor])hosis.

But local participatory’ design needs another major 

refonnation. Wc must invent techniques, processes, 

policy and legislation that siipp()rt that reformation.

In this article, I have outlined the characteristics of a 

new form of participation in community-making. 

Down with parochialized adv4)cacyl Up with a refrain 

with a v’iew!
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A Regional Blueprint for Sustainability

Marcia McNally

people representing an array of interests. That 
remarkable effort of collaborative listening, learning 

and debate, resulted in the Bluepnnt fora Sustainable 
Say Area—a book and vision that have a good chance 
of steering the region in a sustainable direction.

Working for fifteen years as a planner with exper

tise in citizen participation I have become annoyed, 
troubled and perplexed at how and why the advo

cacy approach has come to yield such poor results. 
So I took a break from private practice to pursue 
more proactive work with Urban Ecology, lix., a San 

Francisco Bay Area-based non-profit.
I began work after Urban Ecology had experienced 
a false start. Initial efforts to work on the book had 
stalled in age-old, inertia-inducing debates about 
population control and carrying capacity. The vision 

was having a hard time getting off the ground. My 
first few weeks were spent interviewing the previ

ous participants to learn what went wrong:

• the process had not been much fun,

• the grassroots nature of the organization had 

resulted in a lot of discussion but not much pro

duction of a vision.

• a tremendous amount of work needed to be done 

in terms of content, and

• the group was nervous about putting its ideas out 

and being criticized.

Following this assessment I worked with a writer, 
book designer and researcher to propose a collabo

rative but product-oriented prcKess. Visual in 

nature, the process Involved the creation of a 
"thumbnail," or small-scale sketch of the book, that

My hypothesis was that the non-profit sector, while 

small, could be a powerful convener of non-tradi- 
tional partnerships and a successful initiator of 
change. In the end, I learned that by reshuffling the 

actors, redefining the unit of analysis and reapply

ing my tool kit of techniques, I could once again tap 

the positive side of the human spirit.

For many years Urban Ecology has advocated for 

sustainable development. Yet the Bay Area faces sig
nificant issues of housing, natural resource degrada

tion. traffic gridlock and economic parity. When I 
signed on in 1995 to direct the Blueprint for a Sus
tainable Bay Area project, the group had concluded 

that a vision and action plan were necessary to right 

the course, and that the region was the only geo

graphic scale at which to stimulate civic discussion.

Top: Vision forum walking 
tour of the Oakland Estu

ary. Photo: Marcia McNally

Right imJ htkji-. kons from 

the Blueprint.

Grapbia: Virgina Hobart, 

6 Urban Ecology

Being participatory in nature. Urban Ecology knew 
the only acceptable approach was the active involve

ment of a broad-based community of people in both 

defining issues and articulating solutions. Asmall 
team of us helped the group develop a highly struc
tured process for reaching out to hundreds of
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would evolve with input and ultimately become a 

master storyboard or illustrated manuscript.
This approach had several benefits. The members' 

desire to participate was satisfied, we were able to 
test ideas with our experts and we reached out to 
many people in the region engaged in sympathetic 

efforts, which gained recognition for Urban Ecology 
and created future advocates for the product. Fur

thermore, a clear process with measurable outcomes 
and products, deadlines and budget allocations guar
anteed forward movement because it forced the 
Blueprint Team to come to agreement and move on.

The book-writing prcKess was augmented with a 
series of ten vision forums, at which Urban Ecology 
members could put forward ideas and debate them 

with experts. Morning panels typically included 
people from sister organizations, university facul

ties, government agencies and the business commu
nity. These advisors, as they came to be known, were 
chosen for their expertise and because we knew 
they would be important allies in the future. After

noon design charrettes, walking tours and facili
tated workshops gave participants a chance to test 
ideas aired that morning.

Recognizing that building a sustainable Bay Area 
depends on engaging the region's residents, we 

knew the book needed to be written in a user- 
friendly, jargon-free style and we needed to check 
our ideas with typical residents before we finalized 
them. So we hired a lay focus group, eight people 

who represented the geographic, ethnic, age and 
occupational diversity of the region. The group met 
with project staff four times, during which members 

were taken through exercises developed to stimu
late thought, focus discussion and gather input.

Concurrent with the forums. Urban Ecology staff 

prepared research papers based on the literature 
and on dozens of interviews with experts in the 

field. This thinking was combined with forum data 

and graphic proposals to produce a preliminary sto
ryboard. Then the Blueprint Team (a work group 
comprised of staff and board representatives) 

would meet for dinner and debate content. Once The reality of the choices faced by our focus group, 
the entire book was outlined in this way, the master primarily suburbanites, created empathy and gave 

storyboard was sent to the advisors and the board 

for review.
the group a powerful role. Often, when haggling 
over a point, a Blueprint team member would ask, 
'What would the focus group say?” Probably the
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a car*dependent suburb before they would be will

ing to act differently, and we had to show how our 
proposals would effect people's quality of life.

The Sustainable Seattle indicators project provided 
a good model for portraying the big picture in small 
windows that were understandable to lay people, 

because the indicators could be understood as symp

toms of distress. Following this lead, the Blueprint 
depicts a region at risk in ways that ring true for 

most residents:

most substantive turnaround was the acknowledg
ment by the team that if seventy per cent of the 

region's residents live in suburbs, the book had to 

say something about these communities if it were to 
have any impact. (Initially, some board members 

wanted to call for tearing out the suburbs and 

replanting them as orchards).

• In 1995 the Bay Area median house cost was the 

country's highest, and the average-size house cost 
$188,107 to build. This makes it difficult for many 
residents, such as librarians, bank tellers and 

teachers, to afford decent homes.Urban Ecology had known at the outset that many 
of the threats to the region were neither obvious 

nor personal. After all, the health of a region's air, 
water and land is hard to grasp, let alone get your 
arms around enough to embrace. Through the focus 

group, we realized that quality of life issues would 
provide a toe-hold for building a constituency and 

focusing the vision.

• Freeways are near gridlock, with congestion 

having increased by 200 per cent between 1980 
and 1990. By 2010, the average speed in Napa 
County, a predominantly rural part of the region, 
is expected to be eighteen miles per hour during 

peak commute.
Typical land-use/ 

transportation pattern in 
newly developing areas. 

David Early

In addition to conveying the risks, the Blueprint pro
filed local success stories to help catalyze action. The 

best cases illustrate how people with different agen

das came together, agreed on what they had in 
common and defined a project that was mutually 
beneficial. Anticipating that some readers might 

want to get involved in similar projects, the Blueprint

Very early on, focus group members made it clear 

that our argument had to be non-threatening. As 
far as they could tell, we were asking them to recy
cle (which they already did) and "freeze in the 
dark." We had to provide a compelling alternative 

to their dream of a single family-detached home in

Behu-: Volunteers working 
on the Bay Area Ridge Trail. 

Photo: Steve Fiala, East Bay 
Regional Park District
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Vision fonjiti tour of Hunt

er's Point, San Francisco.

Industrial ar>d military uses
have contributed to envi
ronmental contamination.

raising public health con
cerns. Photos: Marcia McNally

offers action checklists, labeled What You Can Do
on the same page.

About one year into the project we received a call

from an Urban Ecology member requesting a com
munity presentation on sustainability. The process
of condensing the book into a 45-minute talk forced

us to look ahead and develop an outreach strategy.
Before the book was finished, we developed a pre
sentation and field-tested it twenty times, using a

feedback form to solicit audience input. From this
process came the goal of giving one hundred talks
this year (there are 100 cities in the Bay Area) by 

trained volunteers. Many of the audiences have 
their origin with people who participated in some 

way in the book-writing process.

advocacy. But visioning must go further than devel

oping a mission statement. It must involve collective 

identification of issues, broad-based participation in 
creating the solutions and negotiation of responsi
bility for implementation.The current challenge is how to respond to and 

direct the overwhelming enthusiasm for the ideas 

put forth in the Blueprint. Another challenge is to 
define implementation projects that forge new 
partnerships to address the larger social, economic 
and environmental challenges of the region. Urban 

Ecology has launched a "Progressive Developers Ini
tiative” this fall through which infill developers, 
bankers, local government planners and affordable 

housing advocates will join the organization to 
develop a set of model ordinances to take to Bay 
Area cities for adoption. The seeds of this project 

came from a developer attending one of the 

100 talks.

As advocacy planners, we must force ourselves to 
meet challenges that that didn't exist in Davidoff's 

time. We must recognize that the neighborhood is 
no longer the only important unit and learn to zig 
zag effectively across jurisdictional lines. My experi

ence with the Blueprint gives me confidence that we 
can adapt our training and tools to this new field of 
action, but we need to have a strong infrastructure 
of regional groups like Urban Ecology behind us.

For more information, or to purchase a copy of the 
Blueprint, contact Urban Ecology at 510-251-6330.

In the course of directing the Blueprint project, I have 
been reminded that planners must work hard to 
exploit hopeful optimism, that we must seek to cap
ture the hearts and spirit of a place and its people. I 

think that visioning is today's best available form of
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Sandy Vista Regroups and Rebuilds

Richard Pigford 
Karen Wight

Sandy Bottom, a six-square-block section of Birming
ham's Ensley neighborhood, was once a thriving 

place with a strong black community, it was part of 
a segregated "company town" where black families 

lived a short walk from the Ensley business district 
and directly adjacent to the extensive steelworks of 
Tennessee Coal Industry (later part of U.5. Steel).

Thirty new and renovated homes fronted by airy 
porches and well-kept yards testify to the turn

around in the community's outlook. Residents are 
becoming homeowners and the neighborhood has 
changed its name from Sandy Bottom to Sandy 
Vista. With housing construction expected to be 
complete in 2002, the neighborhood-driven revital

ization process has extended to the historic commer
cial district nearby.

But the steelworks closed in 1984 and the neighbor
hood suffered years of disinvestment, unemploy

ment and rising crime. Retired steelworkers moved 
out and their children left to pursue better 
prospects. Institutional apartment buildings served 

as public housing. By the early 1990$, only the poor
est and most elderly residents remained, and the 
area was dominated by vacant lots and dilapidated 

shot-gun shacks. Buildings owned by absentee land
lords became havens for drug activity and storm

Work began In 1990 when the Bethel-Ensley Action 

Task Force (BEAT), a local church-neighborhood 
alliance, was founded. Bethel African Methodist 

Episcopal Church, whose brick building stands at the 
center of the neighborhood, was one of the few 
institutions remaining in the area. Many members 

of this long-established church had grown up in 
Sandy Bottom and were committed to reviving their 

childhood home. In a door-to-door survey, BEAT 
learned that residents considered decent housing 
their most urgent priority. Lacking experience in 
matters of housing or development, they asked 

Tuesday Group for help.

Tuesday Group is a non-profit organization of Birm

ingham architects, planners and engineers who pro

vide low- and moderate-income neighborhoods 
with design services. Working in partnership with 
grassroots organizations, its mission is to use the 

planning, design and construction processes as a 

means of building true community.

Work began with a visioning and planning process. 

Between thirty and fifty volunteers from Tuesday 
Group, BEAT and the neighborhood met in the 

Bethel Church basement every Tuesday evening 
for more than a year, The first and most important 
question was "What is important to the members 

of this community?" The most important thing 

that Tuesday Group designers did at this point was 
to listen.

drains were so inadequate that every rain brought 
significant flooding.

One of the weekly commu

nity meetings held at the 
Bethel African Methodist 
Episcopal Church.

It was important for everyone involved to under
stand there was no quick fix. Residents need time to 
become comfortable with participation and deci

sion-making. This was the first time that many had 
publicly expressed their concerns about the neigh
borhood's decline or their vision for its future. Indi-

Now that is changing, thanks to a revitalization 
effort led by two nonprofits: a community develop
ment group known as BEAT and the volunteer 
design professionals of Tuesday Group.
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Bethel African Methodist 

Episcopal Church.

viduals began to realize the extent to which their 
values were shared by the larger community. Chil

dren saw their parents discuss their responsibilities 
and aspirations, and watched them take charge of 

their neighborhood's future. In the process, resi
dents overcame fear and distrust, coming to know 

and recognize each other as neighbors.

• Safety, and the security it builds, is vital.

• The project must be inclusive; No one should be 
displaced by development, and the neighborhood 

should actively welcome newcomers.

• Children are important.

• Individuals must act together as a community.
Many design professionals approach this type of 

work on a consultation basis. They come in, blow 
out some ideas and leave believing they have done 

their part. Tuesday Group feels strongly that partici
pants must invest themselves in a community long 
enough to understand its unique history, personali

ties, forces and resources. Only this kind of long
term commitment can result in the frank communi

cation and trust essential to making a community 
design process work.

These goals made it easier to evaluate the neigh

borhood's strengths and weaknesses and to pro
pose development that would serve the commu
nity's best interests. Residents formed committees 

to explore appropriate solutions to issues like park
ing, street lighting, trees, setback distances, the ori

entation of houses and so on. Culs-de-sac were 
rejected in favor of retaining and strengthening the 

existing street grid. To encourage neighborliness, 
each new house would have a porch overlooking 
the street. Security alarms were chosen over burglar 
bars, which were considered inappropriate for the 
tone residents wanted to establish. With each deci
sion. the residents were declaring their trust in and 
reliance on each other to provide security and a 

sense of community.

At the same time, residents with a long memory for 
broken promises needed immediate, tangible signs 

that change was underway. Events such as a clean
up day were important morale builders, attracting 

attention and participants from throughout the 
city, particularly from Birmingham's large religious 

community, which became a strong supporter of 

the effort. Tuesday Group's role was to organize these deci

sions so they followed a logical sequence. We were 
advising the community on how to become Its own 
developer: we helped residents analyze the commu

nity's problems, understand specific design issues, 
set realistic goals and develop effective strategies. 
We also helped them network with other housing 
professionals, open doors to funding sources and 

negotiate with city officials and departments.

During the first few months, BEAT participants and 
neighborhood residents identified five community 
goals that are still used to evaluate every design 

proposal. No one goal is considered any more 
important than the others:

• The church is the center of the community, both 

literally and symbolically.
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Land acquisition was an important early decision. 
Often groups acquire property in a scattered, piece

meal way, never putting together the critical mass 
necessary to make the significant, highly visible 

impact a revitalization effort requires in its early 

stages. We helped residents develop a master plan 
for the entire neighborhood first, then advised 

them on how the project could be accomplished in 
phases. When a single landowner effectively 
blocked development by holding out for an exorbi

tant price, the neighborhood was able to convince 

the city to exercise eminent domain.

As families were moved from old to new housing, 

substandard buildings were torn down to make way 
for new development. Volunteer labor (much of it 
donated by local churches and corporations), dis
counted and donated building materials, and contin

uing oversight by Tuesday Group architects and engi
neers helped keep costs down and quality high. 1

Collective decision making took longer but did not 
pose a hardship. Discussion simply continued until 
consensus was reached. Sometimes this resulted in 

better solutions than professionals might have con
ceived on their own. For example, debate regarding 
housing for the elderly continued for months. A 

mid-rise building had been proposed, but it did not 
fit the neighborhood's scale or character. A resident 
finally suggested building rental duplexes at each 
corner. With porches facing two streets, the 

duplexes tie the neighborhood together, erKourag- 
ing development to round the corners and prevent-

With community input, the Tuesday Group devel

oped design standards for new housing. For 
instance, standing-seam metal roofs were rejected 
because residents associated them with slave and 

low-income housing. Later, Tuesday Group archi
tects worked one-on-one with each qualified home- 

buyer to design houses sensitive to their individual
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ing any one street address from becoming domi
nant. They integrate elderly residents into the fabric 

of the neighborhood and give them strategic posi
tions from which to act as a natural block watch.

needs and values while staying within the parame
ters of affordable housing.
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Tuesday Group is often approached by community 
groups that want it to provide a recipe for doing 

what was accomplished in Sandy Vista. Frequently, 
these groups want to focus on housing or some 

other highly visible aspect of the work, believing 
that if they only had a better physical environment 
the social benefits would somehow follow.

with visible short-term accomplishments that 

demonstrated change was underway.

l^: Proposed build-out of 

Sandy Vista neighborhood. 
Ahei r: Examples of newly 

constructed and rehabili

tated homes in Sandy Vista.

Every community is unique, and the methods used 

and solutions reached must suit the circumstances. 
Design solutions must be sought in the context of 

the other dimensionsof a community's physical and 

social experience. This work is not a project to com
plete, it is a commitment to a different way to live.What they, and too many design professionals, fail 

to recognize is that the changes in Sandy Vista have 
their foundation in intensive, continuing commu

nity organizing. Sandy Vista's vitality depends on 
residents building relationships with each other, 
establishing a consensus about the kind of neigh

borhood they wish to live in and working hard— 

independently and collectively—to make it happen. 
The physical changes were not simply good choices 
from a menu of design options, but an outgrowth 

of specific community imperatives formulated by 
the residents themselves.

Note
1. New single-family homes were subsidized in part 

through the use of grants from local, regional and 
national foundations, churches and civic groups. 
The city government helped by contributing land. 

When combined with the numerous donations of 
labor and materials, such cost reductions allowed 
low-income families to purchase homes worth 

approximately $65,000 for about $42,000. As each 

family assumed their new low-cost mortgage, 
money rejoined the revolving development fund.

The biggest challenge and continuing struggle for 
every initiative Tuesday Group undertakes is con

vincing people to become and stay involved. In 
Sandy Vista, continual, basic community organizing 

was the responsibility of BEAT. This was combined 
with a "show, don't tell" approach in which 
patience with long-term planning was combined
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Participation for Empowerment:
The Greening of a Public Housing Development

Roberta M. Feldman 
Lynne M. Westphal

Participatory design and planning can help restore 

the balance of power In favor of people who typi
cally have had the least power to effect environ

mental decision-making and exert control over the 
physical settings of their everyday lives. When mis

applied, participation may become just another 

part of the status quo, and practitioners interested 
in social justice may unwittingly sabotage social 
change. Empowerment-oriented practices help 
avoid this trap.

social influence, economic resources, political power 

or legal rights. 1

To achieve empowerment goals, participation must 
do more than merely inform citizens of new policies 

and programs; it must create opportunities for citi
zen control of programs and designs to ensure that 
they meet peoples' needs and reflect their values. At 

the same time, professionals must understand that 

they cannot simply endow someone or a group with

These empowerment practices place participation in power. Rather, design and planning practices can 
the context of grassroots activism to understand the support specific strategies that people can use to 
assets that people bring to their efforts, how people improve the conditions of their lives.^ 

are already handling their own problems, what 
activities and outside resources are necessary to fur

ther peoples' alms and how their current efforts 

extend their capabilities for future action.

Lathrop Homes, a 
Chicago Housing Author
ity developmerrt on 
Chicago's north side. 
/'i>0ro:ei994 Richard E. 
Carter.

In our work, we use several objectives to guide our 

empowerment-oriented practices. These objectives 
overlap somewhat, and meeting all of them in any 

given project, although desirable, has not been pos
sible. Moreover, not all are required to achieve 

empowerment outcomes.

Empowerment is developed through an ongoing, 
accumulative process; experiences build up through 
repetitive cycles of action and reflection, which help 

people cultivate individual and collective skills and 
resources that help them effect positive changes in 

their environments and lives. These skills and 
resources can include psychological sense of per

sonal control or influence, knowledge and skills,

Exchange knowledge. Professionals bring different 
types of knowledge to projects. The most obvious is 

the technical information necessary to undertake 

design or planning work, another is the knowledge 
to create alternative designs or plans that may not 
be readily apparent to the lay person.
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The ability to innovate alternative futures, however, 

invitesthe possibility of abuse. Obviously, using pro
fessional knowledge to exert power over clients is 

antithetical to empowerment-oriented practices 
and is a pitfall practitioners must assiduously avoid.

Lathrop residents take part 

in the greening proiect. 
Pbeto: Ellen Glantz

Client groups also have critical knowledgi 

their needs, interests, community history and other 
issues critical to a successful project. Thus, the 
essence of a successful participatory collaboration 

is effective two-way communication and exchange 
of knowledge.

■about

Practitioners can support community organizing 
efforts either by acting as organizers or by being 

aware of how their actions support or hamper exist
ing organizing efforts.

Contribute to the production of useful and satisfy
ing material and spatial resources. Does citizen par
ticipation result in better design and planning prod

ucts? While participation may complicate and slow 
down the process, it also increases the likelihood 
that users needs and interests will be recognized 

and incorporated into designs and plans. Even with 
a superb built project, if completed without partici
pation, the opportunity for cuKivating other indi

vidual and collective resources is truncated.

Garner economic resources. Empowerment Includes 
gaining greater control of resources—from paint for 

a mural to empowerment zone funding. Designers 
and planners can assist communities garner eco

nomic resources like funds to complete a project, 
opportunities for employing community members in 

the project and donations of materials.

Attract other professional knowledge. Groups need 
to know where to turn to answer critical questions 

and get necessary information. Environmental de
signers offer not only knowledge about their fields 

but also access to other expertise through their con
nections with other professionals. Lawyers, city 
agencies, nonprofit groups and universities all have 

expertise that may be vital to community projects.

Cultivate a sense of efficacy and critical conscious
ness. Empowerment involves gaining a psychologi
cal sense of control and efficacy, as well as actually 

exerting control through political and legal action, 
economic strength and social influence. Practition
ers can support this objective by Identifying oppor
tunities for modest victories that can bolster confi
dence or organizational capacity.'^

Support and buildpo//t/ca/ resources. Supporting 
clients in finding a voice that can be heard in 

the courts, city haii and other arenas is also inher- 
entto ongoing empowerment. Assisting clients 
to buiid networks with people or groups that 

already hoid power can help assure their current 
a nd f utu re successes,

The Lathrop Homes Beautification Project 
Lathrop Homes, a Chicago Housing Authority devel

opment on Chicago's North Side, is home to approx
imately 3,000 people in twenty-nine low-rise build

ings buiit in 1937. Its northern section is built 
around a large open area roughiy the size of two 
football fields. Former residents report the area was 
park-like and used by residents for picnics and play 
decades ago.

Political strength is not solely dependent upon 
relationships with politicians and bureaucrats. 

Community groups can gain power from the bot
tom up, through protests and other everyday grass
roots activism.5

But disinvestment has taken its toll. The buildings 
require substantial rehabilitation; chronically flood
ing basements and leaky roofs are just two major 

problems residents report. The central open space 
has also suffered; in particular, garbage trucks rou

tinely drove across it, creating deep ruts and mud, 
ruining the area for resident use.

Support skill development. "Knowledge is power" 
the adage goes, and so, too, are skills. New skills, 
whether in fundraising or tree planting, support 

empowerment. Participation itself is a learned 
skill—one that designers and planners can share 

with their clients.
The Lathrop Beautification Project, begun in 1992 
and completed in 1994, revitalized the central area 
and others in the development. The project grew 

from a partnership between two professionals, Ellen 
Glantz and Lynne Westphal. Glantz, who was a staff

Build organizational capacity Power is often exer
cised through organizations, so the development of 
organizational capacity is critical to empowerment.
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Lathrop Homes, after the 

greening project.
Pk/>te: Lynne Westphal

member at the Lathrop Boys arid Girls Club, had 

completed several small greening projects with the 
children of Lathrop.

DOE and the landscape architecture firm it hired, 

Tesca and Associates, held participatory design 
workshops in which residents indicated what land
scape features they wanted; for instance, they speci

fied no "messy" fruit trees. With this information, 
Tesca created preliminary design drawings for the 

residents' review. Residents then suggested 
changes, such as moving play areas for small chil

dren further from the existing basketball courts to 
give each age group their own recreation space.

Westphal, a social scientist with the U.S. Forest Ser
vice, learned of these projects when Glantz partici

pated in one of her research studies. Soon after, 
Westphal brought Forest Service outreach funds to 

Lathrop for another small greening project. This, in 
turn, caught the attention of Chicago's Department 

of Environment (DOE), which had recently received 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds 

for environmental projects. Lathrop looked like a 
good candidate as DOE did not want to force pro

jects on unwilling neighborhoods..

Before planting could begin in the central open 

space, the garbage trucks had to be rerouted. This 
was a painful, year-and-a-half long process that 

nearly doomed the project. Ultimately, a new access 
road and Dumpster pads were built; the new planti
ngs would be safe from trucks, and garbage collec

tion for this section of the development would be 

greatly improved, something else that was very 

important to Lathrop residents.

DOE chose a project site at Lathrop from a map, pick
ing a riverfront location where officials thought 

they could improve river access and create a mini

park. Glantz and Westphal were concerned because 
this site was unimportant to Lathrop residents, par

ticularly considering the degradation of the central 
open space. They were successful in shifting the 

agency's attention, and DOE allocated $100,000 to 

revitalize the central space and other areas.

Outcomes
In summer, 1994, the greening of Lathrop finally 
took shape. Residents, other volunteers and staff 

from DOE and Openlands Project worked together 
to plant trees and shrubs in the rock-hard soil. The 
entire central open space was tilled and reseeded, 

berms were built to act as natural seating around 

a revamped ball field and play areas, and a spray 
pool was built. One hundred trees and two hundred 

shrubs were planted.

Glantz contacted resident groups and area churches 

to ensure the project was one the community 
wanted to pursue. Residents were enthusiastic and 

formed a new group, the Lathrop Beautification 

Committee, to work on planning and implementing 
the project. Glantz hired two residents as commu

nity organizers and brought in other organizations, 
notably Openlands Project, an open-space preserva

tion group experienced in grassroots projects. These 
actions laid the groundwork for active resident par
ticipation with greater control over the design and 

implementation of the project.

The Lathrop beautification project was particularly 

strong in achieving several of the empowerment 
objectives discussed above. Professional and techni
cal expertise poured in, and residents developed 
new, strong relationships with several agencies and 
city departments, most notably DOE.^ Many of these
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partnerships still thrive. The CDBG funds, significant 

new economic resources in their own right, were 

parlayed into furKis that are still coming to the com

munity. Not only was the central open space 
improved, but Glantz also recognized the tangible 

and symbolic value of a clearly visible physical 
change that reflects the residents' successful orga

nizing skills and self-efficacy.

Paradox of Empowerment in the Governing of an 

Alternative Public School," American Journal of 
Community Psychology \ S:3 (1987), 353-371.

3. People with few economic and conventional 

political resources (e.g. women, minorities, low 
income people) rely on protest to gain some mea

sure of control over their lives. Participatory 
design and planning can bolster expressions of 

empowerment and help prepare groups for fur
ther acts of everyday resistance.

Several years after the planting, the trees and 
shrubs are doing very well. Residents, together with 

dedicated professionals, have changed and main
tained a space in their neighborhood, once a 
neglected eyesore; now it is a safe and useful place, 

one where children play and adults socialize.

4. Roberta M. Feldman and Susan Stall, "The Politics 
of Space Appropriation; A Case Study of Women's 
Struggles for Homeplace in Chicago Public Hous
ing," in Irwin Altman and Arza Churchman, eds., 

Human Behavior and the Environment: Advances 
in Theory and Research 13. Women and the Envi
ronment {Hew York: Plenum, 1994), 167-199.

Ultimately, the beautification project has con
tributed to Lathrop residents' ongoing efforts to 

meet their need for safe and decent homes. The 

skills and resources they developed have helped 
them pursue new projects and in their quest for resi

dent management. Residents and their partners in 

the beautification project have gone on to further 

environmental work, including projects along the 
river One resident said "watching this development 

come back alive, it's really touched my heart."

5. The following outside groups, agencies and indi
viduals contributed to the Lathrop Beautification 

project:

Nonprofits: the Boys and Girls Clubs of Chicago, 
Openlands Project and its corps of TreeKeepers, 

Chicago Community Trust's Urbs in Horto project.

Conclusion
The social justice goals of participatory decision

making echo the tenets of empowerment theory: 
citizens must have control over resources to effect 
their quality of life. Environmental designers have a 

significant role to play in contributing to social jus

tice, particularly as they shape their practice to sup
port empowerment. By focusing on empowerment 
objectives, rather than processes or products alone, 

designers and planners can help advance the social 
justice outcomes that first sparked interest in citizen 
participation, outcomes Hester and others feel we 

have lost.

Private firms and individuals: Tesca and Associates, 
Waste Management Corporation. AdidasAVorld 

Cup Soccer, Cornerstone Partners; David Cotter. 
Cotter and Company.

City agencies: Department of Environment and 
North Park Village Nature Center. Chicago Fire 
Department Engine 56, Department of Streets and 

Sanitation, Department of Cultural Affairs, 
Chicago Housing Authority. Chicago Park District, 
City of Chicago/Cooperative Extension Service 

Green Corps.

Public officials: Mayor Daley. Congressman Gutier
rez, Alderman Occasio.Notes

1. See Julian Rappaport, "Terms of Empowerment/ 
Exemplars of Prevention: Toward a Theory for 

Community Psychology," American Journal of 
Community Psychology 15:2 (1987), 121-148; 
Sandra Morgen and Ann Bookman, "Rethinking 
Women and Politics: An Introductory Essay," in 

Morgen and Bookman, Women and the Politics of 
fmpokve/’menf (Philadelphia: Temple University 

Press. 1988), 3-29.

Other public agencies; USDA Forest Service North 
Central Forest Experiment Station, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Illinois Department of Transporta

tion, USDA Americorps.

Local groups: Friends of the Chicago River, Lake- 
view Citizens Council; Lathrop Local Advisory 
Council. Lathrop United for Resident Manage
ment, Mary Crane Nursery, Church of Good News.

2. Sherry R. Arnstein, "A Ladder of Citizen Participa

tion, " Journal of the American Institute of Plan
ners 35:4 (July 1969), 216-224; Judith Gruber and 
Edison J. Trickett. 'Can We Empower Others? The
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Are We Prepared to Participate?

Jocelyne G. Chalt, 
Margaret E. Seip

Randy Hester's assessment of citizen participation is 
timely in light of the current proltferation of commu

nity-based planning initiatives across the country. 
These efforts, whether spurred by foundations, gov

ernments or universities, or stemming from good old- 
fashioned grassroots activism, could be considered 
harbingers of a resurgence of popular democratic 

activity. Meanwhile, more and more mainstream 
planners and designers are embracing participation 
as a means to assure and improve the outcomes of 

their work.

Calls for broad inclusiveness too often assume com
munity participants come on equal footing. In reality, 

while they contribute their life skills, experiences and 

crucial knowledge about their neighborhoods, they 
are often disadvantaged in terms of access to 

resources, time, technical skills and knowledge of 

government practices and terminology.

For participation to be more than hollow rhetoric we 
need a serious reconsideration of our educational 
underpinnings—the values, ethics and principles we 

learn in our homes, communities and schools.
Yet these efforts may not be leading to more democ
ratic, equitable and sustainable solutions to the prob
lems confronting society. For example, there is an 

inevitable tension between streamlining a project and 

democratizing the planning and decision making 
process. Invariably, those directing the effort abbrevi
ate the time allocated to building relationships and 

engaging in dialogue. Mutual learning, so critical to 
this work, is cut short, and professional elites and 

narrow local interests often dominate.

We should begin at an early age to develop the 
awareness, skills and capacity necessary to sen/e as 
responsible, entitled members of civil society and par
ticipate effectively in the development of our commu

nities. Education for participation should include criti

cal thinking, organizing, listening and negotiating 
skills. It should build environmental literacy, under
standing of government process and appreciation for 

the interrelationship of issues and problems in our 
society. Above all, it must inculcate tolerance, com

passion and caring.In reminding us that participatory practice is more 
often used today to promote the interests of powerful 
and affluent citizens. Hester calls attention to another 

problem. Participation is not only misled at the top, it 

is misguided at the bottom. But is advocacy to blame?

Several efforts to do this are currently underway in 
primary and secondary education. They include the 
Urban Network national curriculum project for ele

mentary schools, the City of Neighborhoods program 
of the Cooper Hewitt National Design Museum, and 

several of New York City's "New Viwons" public 
schools, notably the El Puente Academy for Social Jus

tice and the Benjamin Bannecker Academy for Com

munity Development.

Citizen participation must be informed by a broader 
ethic concerned with equity and social justice in order 

to avoid more regressive outcomes, ranging from 
"not-in-my-backyard" efforts to the establishment of 

local militias. Respect for diversity and embrace of dif

ference is not simply a matter of political correctness, 

it is the fundamental key to prosperity in a heteroge

neous society.

In his critique of this tradition in planning practice, 

Hester equates advocacy and the participation that 
empowers it with parochial power politics. The prob
lem, however, is not necessarily with advocacy, but 

with the cultural environment in which citizen partici
pation occurs- If we are unable to establish a culture 
of participation, the parochial planning Hester charac

terizes as advocacy will prevail.

Are we prepared to participate? Our ” winner-take- 

all” society values individual achievement and mater
ial wealth above collaboration and collective 

endeavor. As schoolchildren, we are taught to com
pete and protect our self-interest; as adults, our 

waning interest in political engagement has weak
ened our ability to identify ourselves as members of a 

broader community.
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Up with Collaboration

David R. Godschalk

people directiy affected by a proposal can be a 

powerful lever for generating trust, credibility 
and consensus.

Randy Hester's call for a new approach to citizen par
ticipation strikes a responsive chord in those of us 
who have been frustrated by the subversion of advo
cacy planning. I. too, have seen misguided middle- 

class radicalism undermine broader community objec
tives in many places, including my home town of 

Chapel Hill, N.C.

This can be difficult for professionals used to creative 
autonomy. But the fates of two 1990s mixed-use neo- 
traditional development proposals in the Chapel Hill 
area highlight the power of collaborative planning. 

One, University Station, was planned without involv
ing residents of adjacent low-density subdivisions. 
County planners supported it as an antidote to rural 

sprawl. However, the proposal became mired in 
mean-spirited opposition over issues like density and 

traffic. Despite efforts to add buffers and reduce den
sity, the neighbors had hardened their opposition and 

plan was replaced wrth a large-lot subdivision.

The other. Southern Village, was proposed in an area 
where residents, adjacent property owners and Chapel 
Hill planners had already hammered out an areawide 
land-use plan. The mixed-use proposal, which fit 

neatly into the plan, was approved without significant 
opposition and is well along in development-^ The res

idents' involvement in the areawide planning process 
gave them ownership in the overall plan—enough to 

overcome Chapel Hill's no-growth syndrome.

Initially, participatory planners looked for answers to 

dilemmas of conflia and consensus in new theories of 
governance, innovation diffusion and social psycho
logical exchange theory. The actual answers may be 

much closer to home, in the common-sense sharing of 
community form decisions with stakeholders through 
open, collaborative design and planning processes.

Like Randy, I argued for more inclusive citizen partici
pation in local planning in the 1960s and 1970s. My 

1972 dissertation called for a collaborative paradigm 

that shared community decision making in order to 
facilitate innovation in design and planning. I initiated 
a popular course at the University of North Carolina 

on the theory and techniques of public involvement. 
But by 1985 my graduate students had convinced me 
to switch the focus of my course from participatory 

planning to development dispute resolution.

What had happened? Not only had the dominant 

view of governments as benign (if paternalistic) stew

ards of the public interest been shattered by the civil 
rights, environmental and anti-war movements, but 
also the middle class had been mobilized and learned 
all too well the techniques of advocacy planning. 

Instead of awakening an apathetic public to its com
munity planning responsibilities or empowering those 

not being heard, local planners found themselves 
struggling to create enough consensus to gain 
approvals for comprehensive plans and to add 

enough community value to development projects to 

overcome stalemates.

I agree with Randy that structural reform of our gov
ernance system, at both regional and neighborhood 
levels, could be useful, but I do not expect it to 

happen soon. My prescription for dealing with the 
dilemmas of contemporary participation is less grand: 

focus on collaborative planning. Substitute consen
sus-building with affected stakeholders for divisive 

and adversarial advocacy tactics.

Notes
1. David R. Godschalk, " Negotiating Intergovernmen

tal Development Policy Conflicts; Practice-based 

Guidelines." Journal of the American Planning 
Association 58;3 (1992), 368-378.

2. J. Earnhardt, "NewUrbanism in Practice," Carolina 
P/anr7/ng22:2(1997), 20-27.

Design is a constructive act that speaks to positive 
human emotions and needs-creating versus tearing 

down, cooperating versus competing, rationality 
versus ranting. Opening the design process to include
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Five Proposals for Participation

Stephan Marc Klein

Randy Hester’s article raises necessary, important and 
timely issues. I would like to expand his critique of 

participation and suggest additional directions that 

participation might take to achieve its original goals of 
a just, equitable and humane society.

Partidpation as social control. In addition to the bene
fits Hester mentions, it is also claimed that participa
tion can ameliorate dissatisfaction and bind users to 
the goals of a project or its sponsor. Unfortunately, 

these goals are often contrary to the interests of those 
affected by the project and those who will use it. Par

ticipation initiated and controlled by organizational 
managers can deflect participants from focusing on 
critical, sometimes uncomfortable (for the sponsor) 

issues, such as class and other differences. It can also 

serve (as it has in many workplaces) as a form of con
fessional and a means for identifying dissidents and 

controlling or purging them.

up, teaches people not to participate, to accept author
ity and the world as it is presented. This holds true for 
education for the architecture, design and planning 
professions- Propor>ents of participation, particularly 

those who teach, need to explore new pedagogies that 

encourage participation in decision making by stu
dents, that empower students to engage in such activi
ties, and that motivate students to incorporate partici
pation in their designing. In education, as in pr^ice, 
process and product must be conjotned.

Participation with a view. Can there be an aesthetics, 
or perhaps multiple aesthetics, of participation? Pro

jects that have incorporated participation tend to look 
rather ordinary, not unique. Issues of aesthetics and 

the symbolic power of the material world are, for the 

most part, missing from the discourse of participation.

Numerous studies in recent years from feminist and 

other perspectives have focused on the power that 
the built environment has to influence the thinking 
and actions of users, and how the environment has 

functioned in this capacity to reproduce inequitable 
social relations and support power interests. To fulfill 

an emancipatory agenda towards creating just and 

joyful environments, and not inadvertently produce a 
built world which undermines this agenda, propo

nents of participation must become concerned with 
formalist issues.

Participation that reinforces social irtequalities. Hester 
points out some of the benefits of collective action, 

such as redressing power imbalances. However, it is 

important to not lose sight of the differing, conflicting 
interests and power imbalances that can occur within 

participating groups. Too often participation functions 
to blur these differences, and thus reinforce them.

It is important to understand who participates in or 

dominates the process. If participation is to address 
meaningful social change it must not essentialize the 

community but, rather, develop means for empower
ing the disempowered within the community and for 

equitably negotiating differences.

Compartmentalized participation. Despite the puta
tive intentions of the Founding Fathers, the U.S. is not 
a very participatory wciety. Most education in the 

U.S., from beginning grades on up. teaches people 

not to participate, to accept authority and the world 
as it is presented. Advixates of participation in design 

and planning should conceptualize strategies for 
implementing participation that connects to every 

aspect of life, especially work (including the work

places of designers and planners) and education 
(including education for the architecture, design and 

planning professions).

Most education in the U.5., from beginning grades on

Parf/c/paho/7 and social imagination. Vision is often 
missing in the discourse of participation. If we harbor 

broad social goals, we need to articulate and discuss 
them, and then devise participatory strategies for 

achieving them, realizing that the social imagination is 
a moving target, not a fixed one.
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1999 EDRA/P/aces Awards 
for Place Design and Place Research

Call for Submissions

The Environmental Design Research Association (EDRA) and the journal Places 
announce their second annual awards program, which recognizes the best in envi
ronmental design research and practice and will especially highlight the relation
ship between place-based research and design.

There are two award categories. Place Design awards recognize completedprojects 
that demonstrate excellence as human environments. Place Research awards rec

ognize projects that investigate the relationship between physical form and human 
behavior or experience. Up to three projects in each category will be recognized. 

Anybody can submit a nomination. We encourage nominations fromdesigners, 
scholars, researchers, public officials and citizens;especialty from the fields of archi

tecture, urban design, landscape architecture, planning, interior design, lighting 

design, graphic design, environmental psychology, sociology, anthropology and 
geography. There is rx) limit to the location of research or design projects. Projects 
must have been completed within the last five years. Projects that have already 

been published can be nominated.

Winners will be announced and awards will be presented at a special event during 

EDRAs 1999 annual meeting in Orlando, Florida, June 2-6. Winning entries will be 

published in the Fall, 1999, issue of Places.

Place Design

Place design awards recognize projects that 
help improve their setting by advancing a 
larger plan, repairing an unsatisfactory rela
tionship or adding something that a previous 
design failed to provide. Place desigr> projects 
^xxild address a question of social impor
tance, involve a pl^e that is meaningful to a 
community or advances a societal goal, or 
explore how design can be configured to 
serve a broader constituerxy. They should 
address the interaction of people and the 
built envifwiment.

Nominations can consist of individual struc
tures, spaces or elements, or of multiple 
structures, spaces or elements that work 
together as a unit. They can involve the 
design of something new or the reuse of 
existing resources. Places must be recogniz
able as distinct within a larger fabric of rela
tionships. The scale could be large or small, 
ranging from a local street to a crvic boule
vard, a community park to a regional green
way, a single room to a duster of buildings 
and spaces, a monument to a family of 
streetscape elements.

Projects must have been completed within 
the last five years, with prefererxe for those 
completed kxig enough to assess how well 
they furKtion for inhabitants andAx users.

Sponson Jury

EDRAsa natnral org«iization of 
design pfoTessKinals, social soen- 
tFsts and sdioiars Ks confem>ces 
and publications explore the rela

tionship betvifien people and their 
physical surrourvJings, suggestng 

how environmental design can be 
more resporewe to human needs 
Launched n 1968, rt s die largest 
organ capon of its kir>d m 

NorthAmerica

John Zeisei, Director, Heartstone 
AIrheimers Care: Winner 1998 
EDflMHaces Research Award

Mark France, Professor of La ndsc^ 
Architecture. Urmersity of Cafifor ria. 
Ows; former EDRA PresxJem

Anne Vrrrtez-Moudon, Professor of 

Urban Design and Associate Dean. 
Urwersity of Washtrtgton

Place Research

Place research awards recognize projects that 
study the design, use or management of 
places; pay special attention to the relation
ship between physical form and human activ
ity or experience; and seek to inform design 
practice Place research projects should 
enrich our understanding of how people 
interact with places from a behavioral, social 
or cultural perspective, how people experi
ence places, or processes through which 
places are designed, occupied and managed.

/Ul types of research can be nomirjated, 
including studies that provide background for 
specific designs or plans, evaluate recent pro
jects, or document the form and use of estab
lished places. Projects should consider tradi
tional public places like streets, parks and 
squares; quasi-public places like campuses, 
religious or commercial facilities; or private 
places that have a social nature or purpose, 
such as offices or special housing facility 
They should address a question of social 
impoftXKe or explore how designs can be 
configured to serve a txoader constituency.

Research methods ar>d firxJir^gs should be 
carefully documented and ciexly communi
cated. Projects should be grounded in the con
text of recent literature and practice, be 
repeatable and be able to be vahdated by peer 
review. Projects can revisit previous research, 
confirming, extending or challenging earlier 
findings. They should have broad applicability, 
informing design practice or teaching or set
ting the stage for further research.

Harvey Gantt. FA!A, archrtec!, 6a
Places, a fonm offmvorvnenfa/ 
Deiign, s an internationally 6rcu- 
lated journal that coven afchrtec- 
ture. lanchcape ardwtectiee, city 
design and enwonmental art Its 
goal B «3 shift the debate about 
envwDomenOl design from the dts- 
ciBsion of bialdings, landscapes and 
art profits as singular, visual 
objects to the consequences they 
have in the enwooments tf'at sur- 
loundourives Places is sponsored 
by (Van Institute and the Coiege of 
Environmental Design at the Univer
sity of California, Berkeley and pub
lished by the Design History Foun
dation.

Frances Halsband. FAIA, architect. 
RM Kliment & Frances Halsband 
Architects. piAAsher of Places.

Address questions about your 

entry to:

Todd W Bressi. Executive Editor 
Places
110 Higgms HaR Pratt InstrtuTe 
School of Architecture 
200 WiHoughby Avenue 
Brooklyn. New York 1120S 
718399 6090 
piaceprattOaol com

To obtain a complete set of rules 
aitd an application form, or to 
submit an entry, contact;This program is supported by Fund

ing from The Graham Fourtdaton

Jarret Singer
Envtrorvnental Design Research 
Association
1800 C anyon Park C inde 
Building 4. Suite 403 
Edmond. 0X73013 
40S.330 4863 
edraOteiepath com



Lawrence Halprin 

Randolph T. Hester, Jr. 

Dee Mullen
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RANDY HESTER;

The stereotype ofpdriicipation is tliai the designer 
is just a technician and that there's a will of people, 
which is expressed through a workshop. A lot of 
designers and planners don’t l)ring their own 
agenda to a workshop, they simply facilitate.

LAWRENCE HALPRIN:

I’m afraid that participation has gotten a had name 
because if not done well it can hurt rather than 
help. It gets to the point where some workshops 
simply argue ab<jut things and don’t get anywhere 
at ail. Or participants say. “All we’ve run into is 
people telling us what to do or that w'e can't do 
what we want to do.”

hwOiuCr^
OtCp'*.- Ahff^andbtUni-: Halprin's 

workshops encourage 
people to discover through 
their own experiences, 

using all their senses, and 

to thirtk holistically.
L(fi. Diagram of Halprin's 

RSVP Cycle.S. iAi^cwbftfc
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of Lawrence Halprtn
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process that gets in the way of most creativity^, 
Itecause it informs people rather than allow them to 
discover through personal experienc*e. The RS\T 
cycle represents a holistic, multi-disciplinary- 
approach, not a specialized one. The R, of course, is 
“resources.” The S is “scores.” The V is a tenn that 
I coined, “value action.” It's a sharing and an evalua
tion that lead to an action 4>fsome kind. Ami F is 
“performance.”

Workshops for me are a way to reveal deep seated 
needs and desires alwut people’s lives. WTien these 
are revealed they then need to go on and creatively 
accomplish a way to execute what people ilesire to 
have done, lu that sense they are acticut oriented. 
Rut they start with a search for enrichment,

HESTER;
It’s clear that the stereotypical way is not the way' 

you operate.

HALPRIN:

The basis of our workshop is a sensory’-emotional 
experience process, which uses all of the senses.
The workshops are based on the idea of experience, 
interaction and communication, not just talking. 
They become more profound because the approach 
knocks out the usual seminaring or lecturing

“Resources” are subjective and objective. 'Hie 
obiective ones everybtxly knows about, like the 
location of the workshop, the economic base, the 
physical conditions. But when you get down to it, 
these are far less important than the subjective 
resources people’s expectations, their feelings, their 
hang-u|xs, their attitudes, their hidden agendas.
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they all disagree because they haven’t exfierienced 
the place. They have an abstract preconceived atti
tude about it. “Oh, it’s riddled with crime,” or, “No 
self-respecting people would go there.” And after 
you’ve gotten them to have that common language, 
they are more In agreement because they’ve experi
enced the real place.

HALPRIN;
WTiat is not understood is that scores are the core 
of what we do, of how we conduct workshops. 
Score is a term I use to generate an activity. It is 
based on the musical analogy of a composer 
putting notes down on a piece of papier to be 
handed to a musician to play. The aggregation of 
notes is called a score, if you extend that to an 
opera the score also can include other elements like 
words, costume, activities on stage, etc.

W’hen you start with a project or a design, both 
kinds of resources are operating. Most people 
spend their dine worrying about the objective form, 
but that isn’t really what counts. In workshops 
where you’re working with communities or there is 
an issue to resolve, the main reason jieople don’t 
agree is they have different opinions, different rela
tionships, different takes, particularly different life 
expieriences. So we start off with an “awareness 
w alk,” which gets pieople on a common ground. \\’e 
urge them to have certain common experiences 
during the walk or tour, but we don’t tell them what 
the common experiences ought to be.

HESTER:
This is the most widely copied of all the things you 
introduced. But firms that do participation now 
may not do it with the same objective.

HALPRIN:
That’s right. It’s easy to cxipy the form. But I don’t 
know whether people understand the reason for 
doing awareness walks, which is to build a common 
language of experience.

HESTER;
I think picople do. I think p>eople have learned that, 
for example, if you get a group of people together,

Top: Chicago Lakeshore 

Drive workshop awareness 

walk, November, 1990. 
Abmt Ufi: Diagram of the 

'Resources" stage of the 

RSVP cycle.
Abmt: Oakland workshop 

awareness walk, July, 1994.

The elements of the score are location, time, space, 
pieople, activities and other things, too. Everybody 
has a different way of writing a score. In an envi
ronmental workshop, most people would say 
“Describe it,'
made of?” But we ask, “WTiat are your feelings 
about it?” “.Make a sketch of the environment.

‘VVhat does it look like, what is itor
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tA TRAVJATA

l^: Musical score from la 

Traviata.

Belotr: Score from Chicago 
Lakeshore Drive workshop.
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Imagine what you would like to see here In the future 
and Include a view of the skyline. Use both words and 
drawings.

S5Note your feelings about how it should be used.” 
We score every single workshop all the way 
through. If anything influences people in this 
process most, it’s how you write the score.

HESTER;

My sense is that when I write a score, it is leading 
people to some likely observations that may lead 
them to a conclusion. That is, I have some idea of 
what I think the outcome should be, or a direction.
I might, on a scored w'alk, get people to stop where 
there is impossible traffic congestion, or where 
there is a beginning of a little park, and they would 
say it’s obvious we should extend this greenery.

HALPRIN:

I face the same thing. I’ll use a recent project as an 
example. The rest rmim l<x>ks terrible. There are 
twenty people standing outside all the time. And 
it’s in the wTong place. Here is the most spectacular 
view in the world, right? and a rest room is stage 
center. So, naturally, my feeling is that it shotild be 
moved. Not only that, there’s so much traffic and 
so many cars and busses parked around.

»)

9

k-b'mt

I don’t have to say to people that this has to be 
taken out. I have to get them there so they will 
themselves understand, unless they disagree, that 
this is terrible. WTicn we went there, we put them 
in a position where they would observe this park 
and this clutter. We used words like, “How does 
this make you feel?” We didn’t say, “Take it out.”
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'Ibkm)? Pari
SEA RANCn DESIGM

WORKSHOP
ctHCtpJt i

k . lunch^sz
W mornlnn a(tern*»o

n ■£V 5i'
9m

This area is a private house site 
whose owner has graciously allowed

V'alue-acdon is the most interesting and difficult
part of the workshop. VVe don’t criticize in our US to use it as a viewing site.
workshops. W'e don’t have a point of view. And wc

The barn and recreation area lie 
below us & beyond is unit 36.

This unique structure on (Is 4 acres 
is on the national historic register... 
Note its siting, its relation to the 
land & landscape & its relation to 
Highway 1. Numerous points of 
view have been expressed as to its 
future use. In the Precise Plan the 
barn and the North Rec. center are 
linked as a single complex.

Make a sketch ot the barn in its 
surroundings and note your feelings 
about how it should be used-

don’t tell people how they’ve done. It is in other 
words verv' different than what iKcurs in archiiec-Tip: S«a Ranch workshop 

score. March, 1983.
Ahvc Morningside Park, 

Harlem, workshop. 
ii/gibi. opp^siu pagt Itft: Sea 

Ranch workshop score.

turc school crits. A lot of people confuse our 
workshops with charrettes or crits. But they are 
neither. What happens in value-action is that each 
person or group puts together some material, puts 
it on the wall, describes it and tells us what their 
feelings are about it. People then may ask ques
tions or interact on a different level. Now that I 
think about it, we tlon’t ever get people who stand 
up and say “Oh, what you’re showing is terrible. 
Thai’s a terrible thing to have done.” We never tell 
people they shouldn’t do that, but we’ve never had 
a person like that in a workshop.

HESTERt
Even in really contentious situations?

HALPRIN;

W'e have contentious situations which emerge 
all the time.'They usually disappear during our 
w«»rkshop.

HESTER;

They disappear?

HALPRIN;

VVe do not usually have contention. We do have 
people with different points of view, but suddenly,
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they have a common language. They’ve exercised 
their own creativity, not only personally hut in 
small groups. They’ve had a chance to express 
themselves and he listened to. This point of course 
is absolutely vital, that is for people to feel they are 
really being listened to. .And then, what is there to 
be contentious about? Maybe somebody doesn't 
quite agree with somebody else, but now they 
understand why they did this and why someone 
else did something else.

HESTER:

How is conflict mediation different from your 
collaborative design approach? Are there instances 
in which one is more relevant than the other?

HALPRIN:

As a workshop leader, I would say why don’t you 
tell me what you think first.

HESTER:

My sense is, frequently, it means getting people to 
come together and divide up the pie. Now, they 
even train Forest Service personnel to do conflict 
resolution, like with the spotted owl and the 
timber industry.

HALPRIN:

It’s a compromise.

HESTER:

Somewhere, recently, I read that you don’t like 
compromise.

HALPRIN:

Compromise means the outcome is not as good as 
anyone wants it to be. No, I don’t like it. The trou
ble, of course, is that the spotted owl is not the real 
issue. The owl is l>eing used as a manipulated 
device to save what should be saved. You have to 
gel at the core of the real issue ami develop some
thing that will work and be creative. I don’t know
how I would approach that particular case, hut a 
workshop would be a completely different way of 
working at it.

HESTER:

So it’s not a compromise in your workshop?

HALPRIN:

It's not a compromise at all. What you do is come 
to a creative consensus based on the situation, 
having worked through (in the awareness walks 
and other parts of the workshops) all the issues that 
people have confronted. Then based on the con
sensus, we design something that is wonderful for 
the situation.

Novoli workshop.

HESTER:

What about situations in which you are fairly cer
tain that something needs to be done, but the con
sensus is not to do it, or that it’s a low priority?

HALPRIN;

We always have a resolution workshop at the end 
where we report back to people. If there are things
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that still need to l>e reserved, or some things that I 
think ought to l)c resolved, we bring them up again.

ask people to look at it more carchilly because of 
the implications of what they are doing.

DEE MULLEN:

W'e’ll interject a new score.

HALPRIN:
And maybe a completely separate workshop at 
which we look at a particularly important and 
unresolved issue.

Sometimes in a summary, 1 will say “Now. not very 
many people mentioned it and sol’d like to see if 1 
have your agreement to add this to the list that I’ll 
be wt>rkingwith.’’

If someone on this project had said, well, “It’s very 
im|)ortant to keep this parking," I would have felt 
that’s wrong. I would have said, “Let’s look at this 
more carefully and see what the implications are of 
keeping the parking where it is and what other pos
sibilities there are. Often, in fact usually, other par
ticipants in the workshop make that kind of point. 
You’re not passive in that sense during the work
shop. And you’re not saying, well, “C»ee, this is a 
terrible idea. I think it’s awful." All you really have 
to do is get people to see what this looks like in 
realit)- on the ground.

HESTER:
Have you ever gone through a workshop and had 
an outcome with which you really <iisagreed?

HALPRIN:
No. I trj’ to keep, as much as possible, a passive 
attitude at the beginning ami don’t come up with 
all kinds of solutions that I have to defend that are 
then violated by the w«>rkshop. But what I won't 
do is, I won’t take a (wnm of view that forces the 
workshop to come up with a predetermined con
clusion. I do not use w orkshops to manipulate 
people’s thinking.

HESTER:
You really do learn from the workshop.'

HALPRIN;
If I don’t, then it’s not a gotnl workshop from my 
point of view.

HESTER
I urge students to do participator)’ design because, 
for me, the most critical aspect is that it teaches 
them about working with other people. It teaches 
them about their own human ahilitv'. It reinforces 
democracy. But I think that there are few people 
who are able to use participation to produce extra- 
nrdinarv' projects.

HALPRIN;
Participatory workshops are important for any
body to do. But there’s a difference between the 
worLshop and the final design. In a workshop we 
are not having group design. We're dealing with 
concepts, philosophy, attitudes, points of view. 
That’s where a lot of this goes wrong, because any 
facilitator may get as far as this and then, if he’s a 
lousy designer, it doesn’t turn out well.

HESTER:

I think this is a serious problem. Participation now 
is contracted out just like hiring an engineer or an 
architect or whatever. And it% frequently com- 
pletelv separate.

HALPRIN;
The planning field has lost a lot of power and 
acceptance because planners are mostly people

Sometimes we’ll want to emphasize something 
because it doesn’t feel right, or change the score to

Novoli workshop, Florence, 

April 1968.
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who don’t know how to design. They show people 
ideas and then it turns <*ut to be completely differ
ent after some ilesigner takes it over and does a 
poor job designing it. That’s why we don’t want to 
act as consultants. There’s a lot of work between a 
general concept and what it looks like at the end.

HESTER:

So you want to do the pniject from participation all 
the way through the design.

HALPRIN;

I could never do a workshop and turn the design 
over to scunebcMly else. I can imagine working 
with an architect whom I admire as part of a work
shop, then carrying out the design together. But 
working with the design is a veiy important part 
of this process.

HESTER:

If participator)' worksho|>s are such a goo<l thing, 
and other people want to do it, why isn’t more of
it gO(Ml?

HALPRIN;

There is an issue of talent and training that nobody 
is willing to raise. An awftil lot4>fpeople whogo 
into facilitation aren’t terribly well trained or able 
to extend the workshop fr(nn concept to realit)'.

HESTER:

lb do the kinds of workshops you do requires a 
complexity ol thinking, a capacity for different 
modes of thinking, and more ability than most 
people have. I’m not saying talent, but maylw that’s 
the word for it.

Sea Ranch design work

shop, January, 1983.
HESTER:

Well, if you think about an artist, and you think 
alwjut a person who leads workshops, those retjuire 
very' different sets of skills and place different sets 
of demands on a person. TTiat’s the combination 
that is unusual to find.

HALPRIN:

You can train someone to he a gooil workshop 
leader if they are an artist or designer and want to 
subject themselves to learning that. And some 
facilitators can <lesign.

HESTER:

But they are different, For an artist, there can be a 
huge risk in opening up the process to all these 
other people. Professionals are also threatened; a 
transportation engineer is threatened by a work
shop in which citizens are actually questioning 
trafBc standards.

HALPRIN:

If the worksh«)p involves a design, then you cither 
have to have talent as a de.signer or somebody else 
participate with you in the workshops, somebody 
to whom you can turn this over to and motivate 
from then on.

Talent infuses both. Running a good workshop and 
understanding all the elements that have to go into 
it and having the ability to bring the l>cst out of 
people and so h)rth, is a talent. Setting up a work
shop. designing the scores, running the summaries 
all require a lot of ability and training. Designing is 
also a talent. The two are separate talents, and they 
can l>e meshed. If the process is going to lead to a 
design, you need to link the two talents up. Bear in 
mind that wttrkshops demand knowledges that are 
called upon continuously — psychology, active lis
tening, empathy with others, score writing.

HALPRIN:
Also, a workshop is very difficult for professionals 
in other fields because they tend to want to take 
over. If somebody raises an issue, they say, “W’ell, 
we know that,” and so forth. We always make the 
point that there are no experts. We’re not asking 
you for your expertise. We’re asking for your par
ticipation. As in a democracy, expressing opinions 
are not based on expertise but on human desires, 
programs, attitudes and intentions.
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Then, I decided for ftin one summer to do some 
workshops with students from different disci
plines, starting with sculpting, painting and archi
tecture. That was incredibly creative from my 
point of view. We weren’t solving any problems. 
We were just doing creative things, and the experi
ence was wonderful.

MULLEN;
We don’t let them divulge all their information. 
We’ll ask them at the beginning, as part of the dis
cussion of resources, to present what we need to 
link up with, to discuss what’s going on. Then, if a 
question comes up in the workshop, maybe we’ll 
ask them to change hats and explain.

HESTER:
WTai al)out all the citizen participation today that 
really is blocking good stuff from happening?
What would you do about it?

HALPRIN;

I would adv<x:ate this process. I'd insist that people 
come with an open mind, that they understand they 
will go through this process and abide by it. The 
guy who’s preventing things usually won't partici
pate in a workshop. Those activists and NLMBY’s try' 
to destroy situations by not participating.

HESTER:

You avt)id that confrontation by creating a situa
tion that diffuses it and turns it into a creative act. 
That’s been your approach and it’s very different 
than other people wht) have done participation.

HALPRIN;

I suppose there are times that confrontation has 
got to happen if people won’t get together. But the 
more people that can be brought into this elective 
process of creativity, the more you can make it visi
ble to |)eoplc that this is }4>yiul and that it results in 
adding a wonderful quality to people’s lives, then 
more things could gel resolved in a good way. But 
you can’t force people into it. You know, the odd 
thing is that on a personality basis, I’m not really 
suited to do this, to doing participation.

Following that summer’s creativity workshop, 
which was tilled “Experiments in Environment,” I 
was in Texas developing a downtown master plan. 
Nothing I proposed seemed to work. The mayor, 
city council, developers and others who had com
missioned the study resisted any real change to 
their city. I jierceived they had problems which did 
not seem to them to need improvement or change,

At an elegant dinner dial night I proposed we all 
enter into a workshop together to advance our 
planning effort. For some reason they- agreed to try 
it anti fortunately it was a resounding success. I 
remem!)er some of the scores from that summer. I 
started with an awareness walk downtown. It was a 
very hot day, well over 104 degrees in the shade. 
Instead of driving around in their air conditioned 
cars they had to walk. Instead of eadng lunch in an 
elegant restaurant they' ate in a cubby hole that was 
hot and uncomfortable.

When the day was over they came back dog tired 
and demanded air conditioned buses, better transit, 
cooling fountains and trees. Their real life experi
ence showed them what they needed to do,

HESTER:
Most of us who came into participation from civil 
rights came in from very different concerns. It was 
about empowerment, alniut activism. If you hadn’t 
been doing participation already, it would have 
been much more difficult for us to convince cities 
to use it to address issues of justice and injustice. 
But we came at participation from a different 
angle, and I think that is why, in the end, that you, 
Larry, still get extraordinary pieces of landscape or 
city built that touches people's hearts, and tlie rest 
of us are still out here going over the next social 
issue or whatever.

HESTER;

V\Tiy not?

HALPRIN:

Like any designer, I want to take a pencil and 
design the thing. I don’t like to be seen as a do- 
gooder, soft-hearted, sweet man l>ccause I’m not 
any of that. But I learned the hard way. Taking part 
in workshops is a remarkable prcKess.

I first started on the RS\T cycles as a design uxd. 
Not so much for myself, but for my wife, Anna. It 
happened because she went to Stockholm to do a 
performance. We got there and she had some 
people helping her from the outside who need to 
leant how to do it. She said I can't explain to these 
people what they should do. I had been working on 
scaring, so 1 said I’d run a score for them, and it 
worked. They could follow the score.

HALPRIN:

It probably is, and I hadn’t thought about it that way.

HESTER:

You saw participation as clearly a tool to improve 
design. I saw it as a tool to get in civil rights agen
das. And the students today, many of the students 
today, see participation as a way of getting a job.
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which are positive, perhaps different than anyone 
has thought of, anil thus arrive together at a con
sensus of what and how to do what they have 
decided needs to be done. We constantly hear from 
workshop participants that in addition to solving 
what seemed like insunnountable problems the 
workshop process has changed their lives. It has 
opened them up to different and new methods of 
creadviiy — it has enriched their lives. Participating 
can be a jo)^^! process!

HALPRIN:

Yes. 1 think that’s true. It concerns me because 1 can 
see what it means, what I do is ver\' different, 
'rhey're not wanting the same thing. 'I'hey simply 
want to have some town meetings.

HESTER:

That's what is most distressing about the state of 
participation today. Because NF.P.\ and other legis
lation requires citizen participation and gives 
people the right to use it to sue, eighty' percent of 
the citizen participation in this country today is 
blocking actions.

Yosemite workshop, July, 

1997. Photo: Jesse StoudI

HALPRIN:

ITtat’s right. It’s engendering terrorism, a form of 
environmental and NIMBY terrorism.

HESTER:

It is really counter to getting creative solutions.

HALPRIN;

I agree. True participation is a process which takes 
issues of some complexity where there are different 
points of view. VVTthin this kind of real-life situa
tion our workshops allow people to understand, to 
experience, to carefully listen to each other and 
then allow them to creatively develop solutions
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our earliest grant, we called our first two staff meiii- 
l)ers “urltan agents." based on that idea.

At the same time, one «>f my colleagues at Pratt, 
Cieorge Raymond, was concented that cx)mniunities 
needed better education in order for planning to take 
place in New York, that there was a lot of opposition 
to planning because [H'ople didn’t understand it. 1 le

TODDW. BRESSI:

Describe your approach to advocacy planning.

RON SHIFFMAN:

Principally we are continuing to do what we started 
doing in the early 60s. We feel that there are grtiups 
ot {leople whose voice is rarely heard when it comes 
to planning and development issues. And we feel

A

Organizational meet
ing for Greenpoint, Brook
lyn, 197-a plan.
.ikotc: Ron Shiffman.

that it is incumbent on professionally trained plan
ners, architects and urban designers to work w ith 
thcjse folks in an honest way their needs and their 
goals can be espressed. This approach is nx)ted in 
our heliel in a multicultural and pluralistic stxricty. 
Different groups have different needs based on 
income, class, race and ethnic background, and those 
needs have the same legitimacv* to f>e expressed 
through the planning and development process as 
those of the middle class or the elites.

had more ofa informational agenda in mind than a 
participatory one, or a mutual education process, or 
an empowermunt model, fie was a progressive plan
ner and running into opposition on projects where he 
thought he was doing good.
()nce we started, we quickly encountered the reality 
of the urban context. ofjK'ople who had great deal of 
suspicion about how government had |xerforrned, 
|>eople who were demanding their rights, particularly 
those who had been denied a voice for a hmg time 
and were saying that urban renewal programs ami the 
ruling population of the city were ignoring their 
needs and goals. The educ~ation and learning process 
we experienced in working with people helped us 
fonnulate PICCiF.D’s three l>asic strategies:

One is direct technical assistance, providing exper
tise in analyzing statistics, coloring maps or carrying 
«)ut day-to-day tasks of planning and development. 
Another strategy is training and education — demys
tifying w'hat planning is all alM>ut, asking the simple 
quesiitms people are afraid of asking, translating 
jargtm and, most im|Kjitantly, sharing other experi
ences with people loc'ally — not for the purpose of 
copying it, but for the purpose of liberating people, 
so they c*an come up with their own answers.

'Iliis is not an approach that says the since the com
munity feels a particular way, that is necessarily the 
right way. Instead, what is right is to listen and to 
hear what people have to say. \Ve view participatory 
planning as a way of people engaging in civil society.

BRESSI:

What was the model for participation that you used 
when you set up the Pratt Institute Center for Com
munity Environmental Development.

SHIFFMAN:

Our initial model was the writing of Paul Mvisaker 
at the Ford Foundation. He w-as looking at the role 
of land grant colleges in working with rural areas, 
where they sent out rural agents to advise fanners. In
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duns thdt will sustain things over nme. ltV> amazing 
to I(K»k at The Point (profiled in Plat<s 10:3). It has 
organized an ensironmental program and an asthma 
program; it has inspired a 197-a [community plan
ning] program for Hunt^ Point. Its cultural pro
grams are so successful they are I<x)king at renovadng 
a theater. .All of a sudden that little elTort is starting to 
burgeon. It’s husl)anding, rather than constructing.

BRESSI:
VVTiat is approach to working with communides?

SHIFFMAN:
Often planners «>r devehjpers a>me with a precon
ceived plan or development, and thej’ will try to 
engage people in a prwessprimarlytosell w hat they 
are trying to do. There has to be a different atdtude. 
You have to recognize that they are part of the team, as 
important as any trained technician, because they have 
an insight and perspeedve int<> die community, into 
the issues that affect the community', that is far differ
ent than yt)u will get fhim any trained professional.

Planners tend to look at pnihlems and how to solve 
them. But when you put things in a problem frame- 
wrirk, you also put people into a situation where they 
need to be treated, rather than looking at how people 
can l>e |>art of the solution or the remedy — or how 
they can remedy a society that needs to lie treated.

This doesn’t mean that you abdicate your own opin
ions, your own training, because that wtmld he as 
dishonest as meeting with a group and nut listening 
to them, not really telling them what you’re doing.
So participation is a dialogue, between you and the 
people you are working with.

BRESSI:

I low does this translate into a planning process?

SHIFFMAN:
There are certain fundamentals. The first one is to 
listen, be honest and engage people in a dialogue. 
V’ou must realize that the process is going to take 
time; it’s not a quick engagement and a quick release. 
If ideas are constantly challenged, that makes the 
process more dynamic.

'Hie second is to engage people in a mulri-lcsel ex
change. You’re educating people that you work with, 
you’re bringing them up to capacity to understand 
information from different perspectives. But at the 
same time, you’re a student of theirs and you’re learn
ing abemt their lifestyle, their priorities, their needs.

If you truly lcK»k at it that way, without sacrificing 
your principles — issues of equity and certain other 
issues — j’ou sometimes learn that what you think was

The third strategj' is shaping public policy. Some
times it seems the w ork people want to do can’t be 
done because the right policies, the rules and regula
tions aren’t in place. Rut if people mobilize, they can 
initiate change. That has lead to things like the 
(Community Reinvestment .Act and federal programs 
that put greater stress on rehabilitating housing.

BRESSI:

PICCED also devotes a lot of energy to helping 
create new cemununity groups.

SHIFFMAN:

I'hat’s part of what I referred to as community assis
tance. We’ve helped nurture dozens of organiza
tions. One thing that led to formation of the Bed- 
ford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation was the 
issue of problem solving. If w e didn’t like what the 
city was doing, we had to come up with an alterna
tive. Although our proposals went beyond physical 
plans and addressed scKial and economic issues, the 
answer from the city was no. Years later, when the 
Model Cities program came down, the answer from 
Washington was no, 1 larlem needs it. So we 
decided that if the government wouldn't do it, and 
the private sector wouldn’t, we needed a third way, a 
new entity, one that was locally accountable. We 
enlisted Senator Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., and Bed- 
Stuy began Kj emerge.

We are still taking that approach with institution- 
building in communities, where people see a need 
for education, primary health care, day care or cul
tural institutions that are missing.

If you believe in empowerment, then you have to 
have a structure that can implement things, institu-

Community-based organi

zations have developed 
increasing skills at housing 
and economic develop

ment, but may be moving 
away from their roots in 

community organization.
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inequitallie is somebody^ fear, and you leam how to 
address that fear, and equity is easier to achieve.

The third issue is language. Wc planners and archi
tects really need to demystify what we are talking 
about. We need to come up with language and am- 
cepts that can be understood by everybody in the 
room. That means picking concepts apart and not 
using the kind of language that gives different people 
the ability to have different images.

BRESSI:

Do you have a standard pnxress that you follow?

SHIFFMAN;

VVTien we work on planning issues, the first thing we 
try to do is expose the community-based group to 
the range of policies that exist. We discuss what we 
feel are the inequities are, what the benefits are; 
what they perceieve as the positives and the nega
tives. We train people in housing and community 
development processes and laws, through what we 
call the Pratt Community Economic Development

working with people in caucuses or separately before 
they can sit down and enter into the dialogue.

One of PICCED's strategies 

is to assist in the develop
ment of new community- 

based organizations, such 

as the El Puente Academy in 
Williamsburg, Brooklyn,

BRESSI:

Does a citizen’s ability to participate in planning and 
decisionmaking also come with responsibilities?

SHIFFMAN:

Absolutely. One is that people hax'c to make sure 
that they don’t speak for themselves, that they try to 
engage their neighbors in the pr«Kess. There’s an 
obligation to be consistent and to be engaged. You 
ilon’t want people tuning in and out; they must l>e 
willing to listen to others the way they would expect 
to be listened to.

There are also prerequisites and values that people 
must have. One is that they have to live up to the 
letter of law, at least laws that are socially just. Of 
course, if people are discriminated against, if racism 
is involved, if there is gender discrimination or 
chiocc issues, those things have to l>e confronted.

People also have to understand the value of what 
they value. A lot of groups come to the table angry 
because they don’t feel people will listen to them, or 
fearful that they don’t have much to offer. Really, 
they have absorbed in many ways the judgment of 
the majority culture, so that on one level they reject 
the majority’s judgment but on another level they 
accept it. And in doing that there is a conflict within 
themselves and therefore they’re uncomfortable 
amund the table.

Internship. How are deals made? I low do you build 
housing? I low do they finance things? So people can 
really understand.

The other thing we do is bring people together to 
Stan talking about their goals and theirvisiuns. 
Wliere vision and the means of implementation 
diverge, we try to talk alraut programmatic and 
policy changes.

.And we try to work the whole process as building the 
civil society. By that we mean that if people are going 
to engage in decisions, then they also have to have 
the power with which to influence those decisions. 
Not the control always, but the power to be pan and 
parcel of the debate that leads to a decision — parity 
of power and parity of knowledge with the other 
panners tliat are at the table. Sometimes chat means

For example, we worked with a public housing pro
ject in Red Hook, BnH>klyn, The residents were very 
annoyed that they weren’t part of the prwess that 
was leading to a plan for that particular neighbor-
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hood. \\'e also found they were afraid to be included 
because they felt once at the table their lack of edu
cation or whatever would hinder them from devel
oping ideas. 'I'hey felt that they misundersUM)d w hat 
planning was about, that it didn’t appear that any of 
their ideas could be meaningful.

Within a couple of meetings, people began talking 
about this protest and that protest they had orga
nized. So we asked, “ W’ell if you had all these peti
tions and all these protests, why don’t you bring them 
all out, let’s l(X)k at them.” W’e t(X)k the petitions and 
began to put them down on a map, to translate these 
ideas, these feelings, into place. WTiere there were 
locations we identified [(K-ations, w here there were 
needs we started discussing those needs.

T(h) many kids hanging out on the street. Do you get 
the police to chase them away, or are there other 
places they can go? Well, there’s no other places. 
Wliat arc the kinds of places kids like to go tor What 
if we had a couple of new ones — kids could hang 
out, listen to a jukebox, or go and do quiet study, or 
learn from peers? All of a sudden the idea of “Educa
tion Way” emerged, named after a series of things 
we plotted along it.

They wanteiJ more access to the waterfront. So we 
asked where is there good access to the waterfront? 
Well, there’s going to f>e a park at Coffey St. Maylu: 
we need to create a priority path that would bring 
them through a neighlmrhuiMl that was strange, a 
homeowner part.

This whole discussion emerged fniin the petitions. 
Everybody at that table felt that like they designed it. 
And then they met with the community iKmd, and 
their plan was almost adopted in its entirety. A big 
reason was that it seemed so natural. 'Phe community 
came to the same conclusion, mayl>e, that the board 
did, hut they came from their own knowledge base.

8RESSI:
Should participatory planning be regarded simply as 
a set of professiimal techniques, or must it be moti
vated by deeper values about society and the built 

environment?

Training and public policy 
advocacy are part of 

PICCED's program.
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BRESSI:

But how can planners put their ideas and experience 
on the table, and talk almut values, without leading 
the discussion, especially if you are dealing with 
people who may not have much confidence in their 
ideas in the first place?

SHIFFMAN;
In our case what leads the discussion, usually, is that 
we are asketl by the community and help them with a 
problem. The Red Ihxik residents said, “Hey, there’s 
a igy-a plan in this area. Can you help us think this 
through, can you tell us what it’s about so we can par
ticipate?” So they have defined the problem. UTiat 
we are doing is to help tease out the solution fnim 
them, or the ideas from them. Rarely do we come in 
with a preconceived development project, that we’ve 
developed or that a client of ours is developing.

SHIFFMAN:

I cannot see this work proceeding without a commit
ment to economic and 5<x:ial justice. The work is not 
just technical, there has to be a value system implied; 
we are dealing with economic, S(Kia! and emiron- 
mental injustices. Unless we are concerned with 
environmental equity, our efforts are going to lie 
very short lived.
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cnied evorjbody to what the law was in regard to 
discrimination. In the end, the group was against 
only one couple, who were elderly and both Polish 
and C^atholic, because they weren’t married. And 
they didn’t want to get married because they would 
lose their Social Security benefits.

6RESSI:

Have you ever by choice not worked with a group?

SHIFFMAN:

Yes. We will not work on anything that is exclusion
ary in its entirety. So we won’t work on churches, 
religious institutions, nor will we work on housing 
unless they agree before hand there will l»e equal 

opportunity.
WTien I go out the community I try to be more of a 
facilitator and less of a solver. We train |>eople, the 
professionals, to ask the questions they feel people 
aren’t asking themselves. People, particularly adults, 
are very concerned aUmt looking foolish in front of 
other people. We don’t w'ant to put people in that 
position, we w ant them to relax. So if there’s a meet
ing going on, people sometimes get annoyed at you 
because they think you know the answ er, hut at least 
you open up and set the tone for the meeting.

BRES5I:

Have there l)een times w hen the values you would 
like to advance as a planner squarely conflict with 
those of the people you are working with?

SHIFFMAN:

In one communin' w here we’ve w orked, many 
people feel the residents are racist or exclusionary.
So we designed our engagement there not onl)’ to 
address their neetis, but also to confront their fears. 
The community was white, so 1 brought in Latino 
and .African-.-Vnerican trainers for training about 
how to undertake civil disobedience, on how to deal 
with power in relatinnshi{)s.

We ran into another circumstance once where we 
w ere very nervous. W'e had fought for replacement 
housing for eveiybtxly in one neighborhootl. Now, 
there's a liberal perspective that ifpeople are working 
class and white, then they are pnthably bigoted; in a 
lot of cases that is l>ecausc those people arc a lot more 
honest about the language they use. W’e felt that way 
about that community in the iKginning; we thought 
that when we had to enforce the affirmative action 
rental requirements in some of these buildings that 
we w’iiuhl run into difficultly with the group.

So a half dozen or so Latino families applied for the 
42 spaces, but not one of them was turned down. 
W’hat happened was that people met people face to 
face — we did some careful planning about it, ori-

BRESSI:

(Compared to thirty years ago, when you started 
PKXT'.D, do you think community participation 
puts you in a better or weaker position to acheive the 
kind of social, political, economic and sustainability 
goals that you are working towards? PICCED works as an advo

cacy planning organization 

by helping New York City 
communities prepare neigh

borhood plans that can be 

adopted by the city council.

SHIFFMAN:

I think the situation is Itetter today in waj-s. The 
processes are more sophisticated, «tur technical capa
bilities are letter But I regret that sometimes our 
desire to meet another goal sometimes doesn’t 
directly engage us in the kind of participatory , com
munity building processes that we want to. The need 
for the production of housing led to some of that, 
particularly for homeless families.

A few years ago we began to realize that and tried to 
put a stop to it. We neeiled to cake a strong look at the 
pnK'esseswe were invtdved in, whetherwe were con
tributing to the building of a civil society, whether we
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were doing things the private sector didn’t do. By that 
I mean the private sector isn’t neces.sarily going to 
include a diverse group of people in decisionmaking, 
it iloesn’t deal w ith is.sues as agressivcly around class 
or race that we know are all critically important.

We recognized that as our organization shifteil from 
being funded by general sup[H)rt funds, which 
cnafded us to respond to requests from local organi
zations, to being funded by contracts, that the con
tract l)egan tt> lake you away from the adviK-act'.
Ntjw we’re trying to build our general supp<irt to the 
point where we don’t Cum down someone because 
they can’t pay and the issue may l)e more im|)ortant 
than the contract.

revitalization, rebuilding housing, and then all of a 
suiUlen we are launched into a franchise project — a 
Pathmark, .McDonald’s or whatever. Iliere is no 
planning or strategy, they go after the deal, and the 
store o|Kns up 6ve or six bluck-s away, unanchored 
from the cxtminercial strip they are revitalizing.

So now we take this up in nur training. Are we just 
following the resources, or is there some overall 
strategy? Is revitalizing the strip just fixing up the 
facades, or do you repopulate them? W'c need to 
raise questions about the quality of that devcluj)- 
ment; uk) often people see the quality of develop
ment the way society as a whole sees it: if it’s devel
opment, it has to be gotnl — w ithout making any 
qualitative judgment alxtut the development.

This is an example of how planners also have to have 
a strategy, and have to put what they know on the 
table, with their design values and their aesthetic. 
These ideas may be rejecied, but at least out of the 
debate, something beticr will come.

BRESSi:

Are there any chajigcs in national or ItK'al devclop- 
iiiem politics, or the economy, or the wav's in which 
our cities have evolved, that make grassrcHits organiz
ing and cominunitv' building more nr less difficult?

SHIFFMAN:

Obviously, these last ten years were the first time in 
New York that we had city, state and federal gtnem- 
ments that were all conservative. You used to have 
enough differences lietween the city and state and 
federal levels that you could play one jxiwer off 
another. If the feds w eren’t accomodating, you 
always had the slate. If the state wasn’t accomcxlat- 
ing, )'ou alwav-s had the city. Now you have the 
three, but they all think alike. It’s a lot harder ni 
o|>erate in that venue.

In fact, external factors — changes in the etxinomv' 
that make communities more dependent on the cor
porate, private sector, and changes in governmental 
attitudes — have in many ways weakened the struc
ture of social change org-anizations. Foundations 
don’t recognize the value of organizing and commu
nity building and engaging people in their own lives. 
Fhe welfare system is very corrupt in terms of being 
dehumanizing; where there’s reform it makes the 
s)‘siem further dehumanizing. The level and inci
dence of poverty continues to grow while wealth 
continues to grow; its a contradiction in our society. 
It makes ever)’rhing a lot more difficult for us.

BRESSI:

You’ve also mentioned that community groups have 
largely abandoned the work of organizing.

SHIFFMAN:

Fora long lime, there was a l>eliefthat there was a 
linear process from organizing and action to eco
nomic development, that was a growth pattern. 1 
think that’s absolute hogwash. You aiwa^'s need orga
nizing and animation around particular groups that 
are disenfranchised anil those that are pixir. Without 
struggle, we aren’t going to get any kind of social 
change. We haven’t reached the point where we 
don’t need to continue to have sinnal change.

We’ve learned a lot. We’ve learned how to negotiate, 
we’ve learned techniques of development, and tech
nical asfiects of economic development. W’e know 
how to innovate, we know how to come up with 
finance, we know how to solve problems we didn't 
know how to solve before.

Although we can probably do the same things we did 
thirty years ago, then tlicy thought we were craz)'. and 
now we can sit down in in the mayor’s office or the 
governor's office and deal on behalf of our clients on a 
slightly different level. Before we had to stop traffic 
on the Bnx)klyn-Queens Expressway for anj-bodj’ to 
listen to us. Now we can just place a phone call.

There are far more community-based organizations 
that arc self-sufficient in many ways, Ixnh financially 
and in terms of volunteers. .And in contradiction to 
what I said before, there are many groups out 
there — so there is a canstituency, and there are sup
port institutions like the Lixral Initiative Support

BRESSI:

Over the last thirty years, what changes have you 
seen in community development organizations and 
participatory planning?

SHIFFMAN:

One thing is that more community groups have 
become development oriented as opjxised to policy 
oriented. The problem is that some community- 
based organizations engage in doing commercial
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Ci)r|X)ration, and ihe Enterprise Foundation, which 
have l>een verj’ good in serving as a meeting ground 
where the private sector can come face to lace w iih 
community-based organizations. These support 
institutions have brought to the table resources that 
we could never reach Itccause members of their 
boanls are banks and others.

BRESSI:

Citizen participation in community- development 
has also been institutionalized in a number of 
administrative and political processes. Does that 
contribute to the sense cjf gridlock?

SHIFFMAN:

I have mixed feelings about that. If you hold public 
hearings that draw in different levels, people do 
come out and officials are expected to hear them. I 
think that works well ami is important to do.

But if people believe that that is participation, they 
are wrong. 'Those are comment periods and should 
be looked at as such. 'I'hcy give the general public a 
chance to review what the participatory process 
wrought. There may Iw others in the community 
who were not involved and have the same right to 
speak out on the issue. One can't oliject to the 
pHKress, but one should understand clearly its limits.

BRESSI:

It seems to me people can be frustrated by processes 
like that l>ccause it’s not clear how their participation 
w’ill affect the outcome.

BRESSI:

It sounds like community development grou|K have 
become part of the establishment.

SHIFFMAN;
In some waj-s the movement has become more of an 
industry than a movement for social change. So that 
has allowed us to move to scale and have more impact 
on one level, but on another level we're not engaging 
people the way we did before, leading in some cases 
to communities to l(K)k at some of these development 
cur|x)rations and entities as being as much a part of 
the problem as they are part of the solution.

.-^nd the field has become professionalized, so it's no 
longer rooted in the community, c-ommunity-based 
people. We can’t grow the expertise the way we did 
Irefore. We don't have the C'omprehensive Employ
ment Training Act programs, the action programs, 
the anti-poverty programs, that allow ed enough sup
port to nurture somebnody from the street so they 
could participate.

BRESSI:

Randy I tester argues that advcK'acy planning and 
participation have backfired — empowering so many 
narrowl)' focused groups that all we have is participa
tory gridlock.

SHIFFMAN:

I don’t subscribe to that. One of the real problems is 
that a lot of groups have abandoned their advocacy 
positions because they are afraid of losing their 
donor base. A lot of groups have become builders, 
not community' builders in that they arc feeding 
people into a civil society. But it’s hard now for 
groups that do real community organizing, building 
broad-based coalitions, to raise money and sustain 
themselves, whereas in the i^6os the federal govern
ment had the VISTA program and universities 
trained organizers.

You move from peritxl of action to period of consen
sus to a period of modeling; maybe there should be a 
new generation that gets back to advocacy. Some of 
the greatest energy we do see is in the environmental 
justice movement; those groups are going back to the 
people and energizing them around issues like envi
ronmental quality and health. The issues of welfare 
to work and equity in transportation are also helping.

SHIFFMAN;

New York City’s planning department has developved 
no real working relationship with any community 
other than the business community, no relationship 
where they sit. roll up their sleeves — other than 
what took place with Nos Quedamos, a group in a 
Bronx neighborhood where an urban renewal plan 
needed to be revised. Some broader-based advocacy 
gnvups came together to sup|X)rt Nos Quedamos, 
and it became a vehicle through which the commu
nity could plan with the involvement of the city.

BRESSI;

But Nos Quedamos had a tremendous struggle at 
the planning commision, which tried to elminate all 
the design guidelines it proposed.

SHIFFMAN:

Well, when the plan went to public hearings, it 
became codified, with no obligation to implement. 
And it is only because of the struggle of the individu
als who went through the process in that neighbor- 
hoodthat Nos Quedamos was able to sustain the 
identity of the plan, and to get the first projects 
underway. That’s what I mean by the movement and 
the civil society: Cfroups in place who are able to 
carry out an agenda. You need to sustain that.
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Mark Francis

Pkroactive
Visionary Thought and Participatory 
Action in Environmental Design
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but does not ask the professional to spend time defin

ing the problem or exploring whether theirs is really 

the best solution for the problem. Research may reveal 

that a garden would address the community’s needs 

better than a formal park would, but the designer is 

unable to explore alternatives beyond the narrow scope 

predetermined In’ the client. Professionals may involve 

the community, as they are often required to do, but 

their allegiance remains finniy with the paying client.

The problem lies not in the concept of participation 
but in the roles that designers and planners have taken 

in relationship to their clients and projects. The tradi

tional culture of professional practice can l)e charac

terized as client sening rather than vision making, 

based on the premise that clients come to a designer 

seeking professional assistance.

Finns propose, then negotiate, a scope of services with 

their clients. The boundaries and problems are nar

rowly defined to avoiil conflict and make channels of 

control clear. Participation is usually done to satisfy' 

mandated requirements and is not intended to fully 

engage the community. In this process, the profes

sional is an advocate for the client, whether public or 

private, and the relationship is restricted by the culture 

of practice, o)ntract law and concerns with liability.

'Fhe problem with this approach is that usually the 

client comes to the designer or planner with a solution, 

not a problem. 'I'he charge to the professional is U) 

give form to the client’s preconceived solution, and the 

visionary hands of the professional are often lied. For 

example, a client may want a design fur a park or plaza,

Proactive Practice

I propose a fundamentally different approach to pro

fessional practice than traditionally taught and prac

ticed in envin)nmcntal design, one in which design 

professionals take a stronger visionary, problem-solv

ing role. Proactive professionals can be distinguished 

from their traditional counterparts by their visionary 

approach and their commitment to a participatory 

process through which the community can modify or 

enlarge the vision.

Proactive professionals use skills in risk-taking, negoti

ation and entrepreneurial enterprise, base their 

thoughts and actions on strong social and emironmen-

Aktve: Farmers market. 

Central Park, Davis. 
Below: Plan for the Davis 

Greenway.

DAVIS GREENWAY
PLAN
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Linda Cox

Linda Cox, AKP, directed the Municipal Art Society's 
Planning Center, which provides technical assistance to 
community-based planning efforts in New York City, 
through last November. Since 1994, she had been work
ing on the issue of urban manufacturing, most recently 
helping to strengthen links between New York's design 
firms and production firms.

How did you become interested 
in the issue of manufacturing?
In recent years New York City put out two reports con
cerning industrial land. One was the waterfront plan, 
which forecast a lot of industrial waterfront converting 
to some other use. The other was the superstore policy, 
which was predicated on idea that there was a lot of 
vacant, industrial land that could be given over to 
other uses.

That made us wonder about the future of these indus
trial areas. We decided to look at future of manufactur
ing and discovered that while manufacturing has 
clearly diminished, and industrial areas are dearly ready 
for change, there is still manufacturing activity that 
should be reckoned with.

point of view and to acknowledge the complexity of 
these issues. We can search for what makes sense, what

Why have you stayed with the issue?
I find the people and the topic endlessly engrossing. 
The manufacturers, the designers I've begun to work 
with in the design-production project and the people 
who are fighting to keep a place for them in New York 
City are fascinating—their ingenuity, their entrepre
neurial energy, their very often unexpected level of 
dedication to their workers and the city, and their frus
tration that no one has noticed what they add to the 
vitality of the city.

Also, focusing on this issue turned out to be a way of 
focusing on some of the most critical issues for the 
future of New York. Where will the next generation of 
jobs come from? What is the future of all these indus
trial neighborhoods where homes and factories are 
intermingled? Although we don't always feel we are 
the ideal organization to be examining this issue, there 
don't seem to be other groups who are.

Woodshop. New York.
Pbefo: Walter Sauer Coimesy:

seems possible, and look for how that links up with Municipal Art ScKiety
what other organizations are trying to do.

We can do that without having to check back to see 
whether we've mirrored the interests of a defined com
munity. Many times, a community group is stymied
from taking a strong stand because the points of view 
of various board members, or the group's constituents.
cancel each other out.

Does a planner have to have a vision in mind for a
process like this to be successful?
One of the hardest things about working this way is 
that it isn't obvious what to focus on or why, or what's 
the next step, so you want to be attuned to your sur
roundings and what they're telling you. You don't want
to be driven only by some inner vision. I don't see
myself as a visionary planner in that sense.

How did you define a community 
or a constituency for this project?
One of the things we know about manufacturers is that 
they are not organized as a community, nor are they 
well represented as a group, and they don't often turn 
up at urban policy discussions. That's part of what 
attracted us, that this group is not being heard in the 
public domain.

But you cannot operate without some kind of a gyro
scope, or some sense of what its alt for, what is the
public good you have in mind. There has to be some set 
of preoccupations that drive this kind of work. For us, it
has been the discovery that there is a sector of the
economy that wasn't being worried about well, and 
should have been. By extension, this also concerns the 
physical well-being of the city, neighborhoods that are
in the process of sorting out their future.But it's also a two-way street. We did not start out with 

the idea of the desigr^-production link, not even the 
idea of focusing on manufacturing. We just heard that it 
still mattered and there were issues worth focussing on.

How does this project compare to a traditional 
advcKacy planning process?
We don't claim to be directly representing the point of 
view or interest or any particular group or community. 
That has risks. But it also frees us to bring a particular
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tal values, employ advocacy as jwrt of rheir approach 
ami are skillful in implementaiion to make sure their 

vision is realized. TTiey often employ sound research 

ami analysis and are involved long-term — from a few 

years to the length of their careers — to realize a vision.

Proactive practice has a long precedence in the history 

of environmental design, with many advances in 

design theoty ami planning practice coining from 

proactive practitioners. Frederick Law Olmsted, the 

founder of modem landscape architecture, was a 

proactive practitioner of great vision ami strong will. 

Olmsted, in the design of New York City’s (xntral 

Park as w ell as many of his later public works, pursued 

a vision of addressing broad social aiul environmental 

problems. 1 le and other landscape architects follow

ing him, such as Jens Jensen, Ian Mcl larg, Larry i lal- 
prin and Rich Haag, expanded not only the bound

aries of their profession but also the way society hmks 

at the possibilities of urban life.

C^oDesign, the firm my colleagues and I started in 

1984, is an e.xample of a proactive practice. We 

named it CoDesign based on our conviction that 

design should be collaborative, cooperative and ulti

mately build community. We have always tried to be 

proactive in putting forth visions of the communitv’ 

and environment that becomes a framework to 

others to follow.' For example, in 1987 we put together 

a proposal for an integrated regional open space 

system called the Davis Cireenway. V\'e starteil infor

mally one evening over a few l>eers, sketching on layers 

of trace laid over aerial photos. No one asked or paid 

us to do this, bur we felt it was a missing element in the 

planning for Davis’s future.*

We presented the greenway concept in env ironmental 

forums and refined it in participatory planning work

shops. Fhc iilea caught on and ultimately l>ecanie the 

open space element of the city’s general plan. Our 

proactive effort established a clear vision of the future 

that generated suhsranrial community imoivement 

and developed an ongoing open space constituency,

Proactive practice is taking place today at a range of 

scales, from homes and gardens to cities ami regions. 

Projects that lend themselves particularly well to 

proactive practice include community gardens, 

regional planning efforts, citywide open spaces sys

tems, new forms of transportation, urban infill and 

sustainable development. Even “middle places,” new 

public places such as neighborhood meeting places

and outdocir hang-outs that are neither parks or plazas 

but are becoming important settings for public life, 

can be a focus of proactive practice.3

Cultures of Proactive Practice

Designers and planners are becoming increasingly 

engaged in proactive practice through in a variety 

private, public and academic settings. Some profes

sionals may combine several of these approaches in 

their practice.

The private visionary. Most proactive practitioners work 

as part of a private, for-profit firm. It may be a one- 

person office or a team of professionals, often from 

several disciplines, working toward a common vision. 

The private proactive practice is often underfunded 

and may not be highly profitable for the professional.

That is not to say proactive work is necessarily pro 

l)ono work. 1 estimate that our greenway concept in 

Davis led to more than $750,000 in paid work for 

planning and landscape architecture firms, which were 

hired to examine and implement its details. \’ery little 

of this work went to our firm, but the effort allowed us 

to develop expertise in this area of practice and we 

have since been hired as paid consultants to do similar 

plans for other communities.4

These pmfessionals not only contribute to improving 

their local environment but help to create more sus

tainable conununities or regions. Over time, as their 

visions take hold, they can expect recognition and sup

port for their efforts, often in other settings or com

munities. Offices that have successfully adopted 

proactive practice as a central ftK'us of their firms are 

presented elsewhere in this issue.

Another kind of private visionary is one whose proac
tive work involves one project over a long |)eriod of 

rime as a lalmr of love. Randy Hester has character

ized these as “labors of love in the public landscape.”^ 

These are often lifetime projects that serve as the

Btltv anJ right: Th« Davis 
Greenway protects open 
and agricultural space at 
the edge of suburban 
development

•^1
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Paul Morris

Paul Morris isaprmcipalofM<Keever-Morris, a design and 
planning firm in Por1lar}d, Ore., whose practice focuses on 
projects that support the region's growth-control initiatives.

How did you become interested in growth 
management issues?
Ten years ago my partner Mike McKeever and I were 
involved in a regional energy conservation planning pro
ject, designed to protect solar access to homes in new resi
dential development. Or>e lesson was that energy issues 
were not being considered in discussions about community 
development and growth management. Another was that 
it was easier and cheaper to develop on the fringe because 
projects there could escape some of the costs associated 
with development.

At that time, the Portland region was beginning to have 
substantive discussions about growth pressures. We 
obtairred a grant from the iocal electric company to study 
how you could design r>eighborhoods, communities and 
regions in an interrelated fashion that would be more 
energy conserving, efficient and more livable.

Ultimately, we realized that urban design and regional 
planning go together. We developed a modeling process 
that lets us show the relationship between site design and 
regional growth policy, giving policy makers the ability to 
understand—in a tangible fashion, using energy, land use, 
transportation and infrastructure costs—the implications 
of one development on the region.

What impact has this research had on the 
work your firm does?
It has defined our practice. We don't take part in a lot of 
the commercial development, like shopping centers, that 
perpetuates the impacts and cost of suburban sprawl, that 
take a short-term view of community benefit and is not 
willing to reinvent itself to be more urban oriented.

In our residential and mixed-use planning and design ser
vices, we work only with progressive developers who want 
to build lasting communities, not just sprawling subdivi
sions. We've also oriented our practice around natural 
resource conservation, management and restoration.

This has kept us from being considered by the developers 
who don't produce these kind of projects or care about 
these issues. Any developer has a product they sell, one that 
is very carefully crafted. We try to show them the potential 
savings and added value this approach can bring to their 
projects, but for them to change would mean reinventing 
their business.

In hiring staff, from administrative support to senior man
agers, we don't just look for people who are experts in 
their field; we look for people who share our philosophy 
about community and growth. That provides stability for 
our company and confidence for our clients.

Do you work proactively, as well?
We've continued our research. There is a raging debate 
about expanding Portland's regional growth boundary to 
accommodate new development. We analyzed data from 
our regional government (Metro) and found that half of 
the development in 1996 occurred on land that Metro 
already considered developed—which meant that a lot of 
land within our growth boundary was not built to its full 
potential. People who wanted to maintain the identity of 
their local city cores began to see that there was a tot more 
potential than they had realized.

Swnetimes we create projects. For example, in Oregon, 
most school districts haven't done long-range facility plans.

and cities or no-growth advocates have used inadequate 
school capacity as a no-growth mechanism. We felt that 
school districts and local communities should work 
together to have their plans integrated.

So, about five years ago, we teamed up with the planning 
director in Beaverton, where this issue was at a high pitch. 
She went to the state, which funded research we did about 
how to do integrate city, school and county planning. That 
led to the passage of legislation requiring that integrated 
planning be done statewide. Now school districts and com
munities are working together to establish when and 
where they're going to need schools ar>d how to fund 
them. Using schooi moratoriums to stop development Is not 
an option anymore.

What is your approach to participation?
To firsd ways to involve broadest range of people through
out the planning and design processes. Not everyone wants 
or is going to participate in sanw way or at same time. Some 
might be on a steering comm ittee. Others might attend a 
focus group. Still others might respond to polls or come to 
open houses. Others may simply follow media reports.

Ultimately, the question is how much decision-making 
authority is given to participants. The biggest problem is 
setting out, up front, what the limits are; many community 
leaders do not define who will make decisions or how they 
will be made. People aren't scared of being told what the 
limits of their participation are; they're more frustrated by 
a lack of clarity—when it gets to the end and they don't 
have as much of a role as they thought.

In any process, it is imperative to communicate early and 
often what the roles and responsibilities are in a process, 
and who has firsal decision making authority. Then, always 
allow free and full access to the process.

How do you balance your vision versus the goals 
of the community?
The issue is not us instilling our beliefs in people, but us 
providing the best technical research information, full 
information disclosure and an understanding of the impli
cations through common-sense communication techniques. 
This way, people can make their own best decision. Our 
experience has consistently illustrated that, given alt the 
information in a clear decision making process, clients 
(whether public or private) make the best decisions.

It's also important to make small decisions incrementally, 
starting with the general and moving to the specific, not to 
expect that the whole decision can be made up front. It's a 
risk; you may end up with a community that says it wants 
one-acre lots everywhere. But ultimately, most people real
ize they aren't willing to pay the price for that, in terms of 
the impacts on their quality of life, loss of open space and 
agriculture, and the cost of infrastructure.

Infill housing development 
in Portiand, Ore., is impor
tant to the region's ability 
to live wKhin its urban 
growth boundary.

Pbotp: McKeever-Morris



becoming involved in sirong advocity and visionary 

projects. It is often more difficult to be a proactive 

public professional than a private proactive profes

sional, as the |X)litical agenda guiding public practice 

restricts l>oth vision and action.

central focus or crowning achievement of ones pro- 

fessitmal career, This may be a single project, such as 

(las Works Park in Seatde, or a combination of 

linked projects throughout a region, such as the Los 

Angeles Greenway.

My lal)or of love project has been the expansion and 

design of Central Park in Davis, which has taken more 

than fourteen years of my proactive professional 

involvement and is still not complete. It began as a 

modest studio project where I had students comluct a 

communitj- survey and develop alternative designs for 

expanding the historic central park in the small col

lege community I work and live in. A community 

group called Save Open Space (SOS) picked up on the 

idea and passed a voter referendum to defeat a pro

posed shopping mall to create the expanded park.

1 was hired by the Cin-of Davis in 1987 to develop a 

master plan and park design with extensive comniunit)’ 

involvement and a diverse program consisting of a per

manent covered pavilion and market plaza for the |>op- 

ular Davis Farmer’s Market, a public garden, a teen 

center, a cafe, a children’s play area, a central lawn area, 

and a participator)' children’s fountain. The park today 

is the communit)’’s favorite public space and the pro

ject has become a communit)- success story.

Lfft: Author takes part 
in the design workshop. 

Right: Participatory design 
process for Central Park in 

Davis.

The professional u'ith the nonprofit. Today many design 

professionals are working proactively with national, 

regional or local nonprofit organizations itwolved 

with environmenKil issues, community development, 

social issues, housing or other matters. I'hey work as 

volunteers, employees or paid consultants on a vast 

range of prrjjects — from recycling to creek restoration 

to communitv' forests.

The dynamics that professionals working in non

profit environments exjierience is often different from 

those that their public- and private-sector counter

parts face. I'hey, too, are often restricted by the 

agenda of the organization they work for but often 

have greater room to advance visions actively prom<»te 

them over the long term.

The aitivist university. This form of practice mas- 

involve a center, institute, a department or, in rare 

cases, an entire school or college. It is where the acad

emic mission of research, teaching and service is used 

to make positive change in the community and envi

ronment. An example of this is the Universit)- of Vir

ginia’s SchcKtl of .Architecture and Planning, which 

recently shifted its focus from historic presenation 
and high-style design to sustainable design at both the 

local and international level.

Most all design visionaries are proactive practitioners. 

It is important to distinguish among visionary, entre

preneurial designers who are focused primarily on a 

social, ecological vision, those who are focused pri

marily on the success of their practice, and those who 

place form and style above larger cultural or environ

mental concerns.
Many sch(K)ls have established community design 

centers, which provide design services to low-income 

communities. They come from the advocacy planning 

tradition, allowing faculty and .students to pursue 

visionary and stxrially and environmentally responsi

ble projects in theircoinmunity or region. Design 

schools have also l>egun to create professional offices, 

which provide an ideal setting for faculty and students

The public professional. This form of proactive practice 

typically takes place within public agencies. There is a 

long li.st of agencies, such as the U.S. Department of 

Interior and the U.S. Forest Service, state agriculture 

and natural resources agencies, and local planning and 

community' development departments, that are
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Diana Balmori

Diana Balmori, principal of Balmori Associates in New Haven, 
has advocated for linear parks in Baltimore. Minneapolis and 
NewHaven. For background on the New Haven project, see 
’A Path in the City, A Path in the Woods. ’ Places 6:4.

How did you become interested in linear parks?
A citizens' group asked me to produce a vision for an 
abandoned rail line In New Haven. They were trying to 
get the city to buy it but felt that without a vision it 
would never happen. They thought that having draw
ings and an idea about what could be accomplished 
would help.

Why do you think linear parks are an important?
Their continuity, the fact that they go through so many 
different terrains. Old railroad lines bring you down
town, to the water, to suburbia, to open space. These 
narrow troughs offer a simple, modest tool for chang
ing the quality of life. In Baltimore, one citizen put it 
beautifully: “We are prisoners of our neighborhood, 
and this would give us and our children the possibility 
of participating in the city.”

What has your role been as an advocate?
I've done master plans. I’ve written about them 
because I feel they need to be developed as an idea, 
not just as a form. I also advocate for their design: 
Unfortunately, most linear parks are being interpreted 
as prosaic things, built by engineers who do drainage 
and paving, ten-foot strips of asphalt with no further 
thought. Once a park is there, there will come a second 
stage in which design can take place.

What are your goals for participation?
It's a two-way road. Citizens educate me about how 
they see their neighborhood, what they're interested in 
having and contributing to. It's my function to educate 
them to see beyond their neighborhood to the larger 
city. When I mark on map all the places they will be able 
to get to, a light goes on: “this could be much more 
than we ever thought.”

Safety is an issue that dominates. The data that are 
emerging show these projects become incredibly used 
immediately, and once you pass certain density of use 
they become safer than the surrounding areas. Partici
pation gives the neighborhood ownership of the trail; 
if it's going to be safe, the neighborhood needs to 
make it safe.

a process of getting together all the organizations that 
had a role on that stream, they hadn't seen each other 
for years. In order to get things done, one should be 
able to get to these bigger problems. The designer is an 
intermediary, but has the role of making things under
stood, what the effect could be.

Does a designer have to have a vision in mind for a 
participatory process to be successful?
It's essential. Otherwise you are not giving people a 
sense of what is this for. If one can develop a vision of 
going toward something that is complete and clear, the 
response and support you get are more effective.

If you bring a vision to the table, what do other people 
in the participatory process bring?
Different kinds of knowledge. These designs are com
posites. One can state a general vision or goal, but the 
parts of It are polished by everybody who is at the 
table. In Baltimore, I had no Idea how important the 
water was. It was a place where people had gone to 
swim and fish; I learned about several secret fishing 
holes. One person pointed out sources of pollution we 
hadn't known about. Sorrtething emerges from the 
knowledge of everybody in the room.

How does your participatory design approach compare 
to that of advocacy planning?
I question the whole prcKess of design as its structured 
today, even in case of having public participation. The 
designer comes into a structured piece into which our 
formal understanding of how things work doesn't 
mesh, even at the simplest level. Designers should come 
in at the beginning, at the predesign phase, when one 
thinks about the site and interprets it. This discussion 
has to include many different professionals, like hydrol
ogists and ecologists, as well.

Proposal for Gwyrtns Falls 

Trail, Baltimore.
Onphic: Fran Leadon, 

Balmori Associates.

Describe the participatory design process you use 
on these projects.
Baltimore and Minneapolis have established proce
dures. Minneapolis has very controlled and regulated 
process of showing the project and discussing it from 
the very beginning to the very end—what's happened, 
what's changed, how suggestions have been paid 
attention to or Ignored.

In Minneapolis, people were convinced our work would 
have an effect on the authorities, but in Baltimore 
there was distancing: if people participated, they didn't 
know how this would ever reach the forces that make 
decisions. So we took a more proactive role. We started
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to do proactive projects in communities. The)- are dif

ferent from communitv’ design centers in that the 

internships are fully integrated into the required 

design curriculum. 'I'he value of this setting and expe

rience for the young design student is that it ex|)oses 

them to what prt)aciive practice can be like.

Another ry’pe of practice involves the academic vision- 

ar}’, the single faculty* member, who focuses on one or 

more central issues through creative research. Design 

schools tend to provide an excellent setting for this 

kind of activist, given that the faculty member’s ri.sk 

taking is .sheltered by tenure and a regular paycheck.

Implications for Design Education 

Today most schools of architecture, landscape archi

tecture, planning and urban design are structured 

arouml the traditional model of client-driven practice. 

Few prepare students to be visionary in both thinking 

and action. This emerging form of practice requires a 

fundamental change in design education.

Recent critiques of design education, such as the influ

ential 1996 Boyer Report, point out the danger of con

tinuing to train design students without inculcating a 

concern for larger social issues. “Wliat seems missing, 

we believe, is a sense of common purpose connecting 

the practice of architeemre to the most consequential 

issues of society,” the report says. It proposes a med

ical school model of design education, wliere service- 

pro\Hding professi<ma! offices would be established 

within design sch(K>ls to provide internship and train

ing for design students.7

ends. Implementing the vision can often takes years 

and even the full lifetime of the practitioner. Yet 

proactive practice can be a rewarding form of prt>fes- 

sional life that addresses the essential purpose of envi

ronmental design — to leave the world a l)etter place 

than we Bnd it.

Notes

1. Architect James Zanetto and I originally founded 
this firm in 1984. It was stxm joined by U.C. Davis 

faculty colleagues Kerry Dawson and Rob Thayer. 

Dawson left in 1993 to be dean of the University of 

Georgia’s School of F.nvironmental Design and 

Zanetto left to form his owm architectural practice; 

landscape architect Skip .Mezger joined in 1993. 

CoDesign has since focused largely on socially and 

ecologically responsible landscape architecture and 

community design.

2.1 developed the first drawing of the Davds (ireen- 
way Plan a.s part of my contribution to the citizen 

advisory committee I sat on for Davis’s general plan 

update. I later asked my colleague Kerry Dawson 

(who was also Director t»f the University Arbore

tum) to expand ami refine the idea with help from 

Stan Jones, one of our students. Jones (who now 

teaches at the University of Oregon) developed the 

full plan as his thesis project and addressed many of 

the tough implementation issues we avoided in 

developing our early concepts.

3. Mark Francis, “The .Middle Place: Rethinking 

Place and Space in American Public Life." Unpub

lished plenary paper presented at the F.nvironmen

tal Design Research f\ssociation Conference, Salt 

Lake City (15 June, 1996).

4. This is a common problem ofbeing an advocate in 

your own back yard. Local |K»liticians and staff often 

find they must bring in experts from oiiLside the 

community to verify and legitimate ideas advanced 

by local professionals.

To develop skills in proactive practice, students will 

need to take more courses outside the normal bound

aries of design education. These include criticism and 

design journalism, risk taking, negotiadon, }M>litics, 

cultural diversity, entrepreneurial management and 

leading cross disciplinary teams. Given that most 

design curricula do not have room for additional 

requirements, some traditional requirements must 
give way. The traditional studio sequence will need to 

give way ftjr more communitv'-based, visionary pro

jects. More required reading, reflective seminars, 

interactions with people in everyday community .set

tings and field courses can help inform the future 

proactive designer.

5. Randolph'!’. Ilester.Jr., “Labors of Love in the 
Public Landscape,” Places i:i (1983), 18-27.

6. C. E. Beveridge, P. Rocheleau and D. Larkin, Fred

erick Law Olmsted: Desiffiwg the American landscape 

(New York: Rizzoli, 1995).

7. E. L. Boyer and L. D. .Mitgang, Building Commu

nity: A New Future for Architecture Education and 

Practice (Princeton: The Carnegie Foundation for 

the Advancement of'Leaching, 1996).

Effective visionary action requires a unique blend of 

training, values, determination, persistence and risk 

caking. Proactive practice begins well before there is a 

paying client and continues long after the contract
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Photographing Fitchburg Cervin Robinson

How does one photograph a city and portray it as a 

place, not as an assemblage of separate buildings? 

How, to be specific, does one photograph Fitch

burg, Mass., a factory town that, like many other 

New England cities, has seen most of its industry 

leave and has tried to save its main street by tear

ing down nearby blocks for parking, but still has 

lost its downtown business to malls?

How to photograph such a city? Cataloguing, which 

is done with a view to completeness, is not the way 

to go. A standard architectural guidebook restates 

with local examples the accepted history of Ameri

can building development but misses whatever is 

unique. And a landmarks commission must catalog 

valuable buildings, but it misses the sense of actual 

place (though it may create the illusion of another 

simply by its selectivity). Whereas catalogues of the 

parts of a city are factual, what one wants is a sense 

of truth, not necessarily unpleasant truth, but one 

with an edge.

Fitchburg from Rollstone 
Hill, May 1996

In one way Fitchburg was ahead in its misfortunes 

even of New York City; before Penn Station was 

razed, Fitchburg lost a station that should never 

have been torn down. Fitchburg, which depended 

in the last century on the power of its river and on 

its railway to Boston (the one that went past 

Walden Road), remains a hill town of remarkable 

topographical beauty, a city where just because of 

its unsolved predicaments, and unlike many for

merly Industrial towns that have succeeded in 

becoming tourist centers, what you see is still 

always genuine.

One photographs a city like Fitchburg by juxtapos

ing essential parts that do not sing the same song, 

even better, ones that contradict each other. The 

point of truth with an edge is to earn the attention 

of the viewer's eye.

I took the photographs reproduced here during 

two residencies at the MacDowell Colony at Peter

borough, New Hampshire.
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Jay Street neighborhood, May 1996
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Moran Square, April 1996
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twin Cities Plaza, May 1996
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City HaM. May 1996
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Law offices and high school. May 1996
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Fitchburg Municipal Ariport. April 1998
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Katherine W. Rinne

Eleanor Clark, in Rome and a Villa, has rightly 

observed that the fountains of Rome have a visceral 

pull on our attention and emotions, equaled only 

by that of dreams and sex. She understood that 

fountains too, can be flamboyant, invigorating and 

life affirming; that they are immediate and physi

cal; that they make us glad to be alive.
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Roman
Fountains
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Lift: The low-pressure
Piazza Colonna fountain.

a member of the Vergine

family.

Belou': The restrained and
polite Aracoeli fountain,

located at the foot of the

Capitoline Hill.

There is something deeply primordial about them.
.More than isolated mrmunients, they are integral ele
ments of Roman identit>', linked together by hidden.
subterranean crmduits of metal, stone and terra-cotta.
Each fountain is part of a hydrological system that
includes the 'Tiber River, springs, streams, swamjrs.
sewers, aqueducts, wells, conduits, cisterns, tlcxKls and
rainwater, all linked through topography, "lirgether
these elements weave physical ami spiritual threads
through spatial, social anti historical spheres of the city
and transform water infrastnicturc into art. They
reveal the meinoiy of the entire hydrological system
anil translate it through imagination, time, circum
stance and gravity into the specifics of place.

Three aqueducts
Roman fountains, at least until the twentieth century.
were fed by a vast, yet simple, aqueduct system that
exploited the natural law ot gravity to distribute water.
Water llowed freely within the aqueduct channel, but
once it reached the city, it was constricted in under
ground pi{)es that created the nccc-ssary pressure for
distrilmtion. Unlike mechanical systems that force
water into unnatural ctmtortions, a gravity sv'stem
nurtures, exploits and enhances water’s natural abili
ties as it flows through its watershed. Allowing for sea
sonal variation in water volume, each fountain was
designed around the distinct, inherent possibilities of
the water at a specific location. Whether it shot in a
lofty jet. fell in a rushing cascade, bubbled from a low-
nozzle or slipi>ed slowly over a stone lip, it did so
because the symbiosis between gravity and topography
had l)eeii e.\ploited by the design.
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Thret; pre-industrial, p’avitv -driven aqueducts still
operate: Aqueduct Vergine. Acqua Felice and Acqua
Paol-a. The \ ergine, hased on the antique Aqua Mrgo,

restored several times during medieval and renais-was
sance times. By 1570 one branch arrived near the
Piazza di Spagna, at 20.5 meters alM)ve sea level (masl).
It sersetl the low-lying, densely populated (Campus
Martius area. This supplemented an earlier branch
that arrived at the site of the Trevi Fountain at 20 masl.
and added a crucial half-meter of head to the water

V\ ith over 40 meters of elevation difference in this Ixfi: The small Campitelli

system, the water shot t>r fell depending upon the Fountain (only three meters

high) is one of the last "chil-fountain location and puqtosc. ()n hilltops the water 
aistomarily fell, as at the Moses, Quattro Fontane ami 
Ciampidoglio fountains. In the valleys, water shot in 
jets and sprays as needed in a particular setting — a 
five-meter high celebratory plume of water for the 
Barlierini 'Friton fountain; a chaste spray for the 
Madonna dei Monti. Giudea and /Vracoeli fountains.

dren’ of the Acqua Felice.
With only a seven-meter fall over the Vergine’s entire 
tlistrilnition system, there was little pressure available, 
and every fountain endeavored to carry water as high 
as possible for the most impressive display. Sites were 
often regraded, or fountains partially submerged 
below street level, to create enough room to manipu
late the water. This meant that once released, Vergine 
water did not rise in jets and sprays but typically fell in 
veils and cascades, most dramatically at the Trevi 
fountain. When there was a jet it was typically a short, 
fat tul>c of water, as at the Barcaccia and Piazza 
Colonna fountains.

Ri^ht: The Acqua Paolo has 
been tamed by the time it 

reaches this Piazza Farnese 

Fountain.

'I'he loftv and sen iceable .Acqua Paola, based on the 
antique Aqua I'raiana. arrived in 1612 at the Fontanone, 
or “big fountain,” on thejaniculum flill 3172 masl. 
Unsuitable for drinking, it delivered water for indus
trial, irrigation and display purposes throughout 
'Irastevere, the Borgo, the Vatican, Alonte lestaccio 
and the Caelian, Esquiline and .Aventine hills. With 
more than 50 meters of fall there was tretnemlous pres
sure in this system. The fountains in front of St. Peter’s 
for e.xample, were designed to shixit jets 6.3 meters 
into the air — high enough t«> ap}>ear to spray the feet 
of the felicitous saints stationed on the colonnades'.

The Felice, which exploited the antique Aqua Alessan- 
drina was completed in 1587 and arrived at the Moses 
Fountain on the Quirinal I lill at ^9 masl. It provided 
water to a variety of loc'ations, including the Esquiline 
and Pincian hills, political and ceremonial centers such 
as rhe Capitoline hill and the Roman Forum, as well as 
the low-lying Velabrum.
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Families of fountains

Kach aqueduct generated a family of fountains, rather
like far-flung siblings and cousins. The fountians in
each family, while more or less <iistinctive in appear
ance due to functional necessit)' and propaganda con
siderations, shared l>ehavioral characteristics that
reflectetl the sjwcific location of the fountain, Imth
within the city ami the individual aqueduct system.

Water spoke first in a roar, then a babble and, finally, a
whis}>er as it moved through the city. Exuberant and
flamhoyantwhcn released in ceremonial fountains,
such as the 'Ifesi, the .Moses and the Fontanone, water
ty|)ically became more reticent and polite as it moved
thn>ugh the city to smaller neighlK)rhood flnmtains.
which had less water and lower pressure. I lence each
fi)untain told a topographic stor\' that linked it simulta
neously hack t(» its aqiieiluct, hack m preceding foun
tains and forward to subsequent fountains in its system.

The Barcaccia Fountain, designeil by Bernini and
IcK'ated at the f(H)t of the Spanish Stejw, is fed by the
\ergine svstem. Its design — a sinking lK>ai less than
two meters high, including the central water jet — is a
clear response to the limitations of its site, ^et the
fountain has an almost monumental presence in the
piazza. Because the available pressure was very low (less
than a one-meter drop in elevation from the source) it
was neccssaiy to excavate the site, even to attain this
miKlest display.

The fountains of
St. Peter's are fed by the

high-pressure Acqua Paola

system. Photo: GiuUo

Magni, II barocco a Roma

neir arch/feftura e nella

scultura decoratitta. 3

(Turin: Crudo, 1913)

R/ght; The Baracaccia is an
other member of the low-

pressure Vergine family.



ITie entire \ergine system, not just the Barcaccia, is 
under low pressure. This, more than any other condi
tion, determines that \ ergine fountains, such as the 
Tresi, Pantheon, Piazza del Po(x>lo, Piazza Navona 
(including the Quattro I'ontane of Bernini) and Barcac- 
cia, all exploit and celebrate falling water.

In spite of each fountain's tojH>graphic specificity, sev
eral liave lieen peripatetic, having been relocated to 
other jrarts of the city’ due to urlan renewal projects and 
street widening. A striking example is the'lerrine Foun
tain, now in front of the Chiesa Nuova but fonnerly in 
the C^mpo dei Fiore. Like the Barcaccia, this member 
of the \ ergine family was placed partially l)elow ground 
level because of the low pressure available in the campo, 
where it seniced the public market. Since the new site, 
also within the \ergine watershed, is at approximately 
the same elevation {16.5 inasi), the fountain displays 
a|)proximately the same quantity of water as before and 
the intentions of the orgininal water display, as part of 
the overall fountain design, has not been compromised.

Felice "Moses"

Quirin

Scorpion
Constellation

Madonna
dei Monti

instances the waters from several aqueducts are mixed 
together ami even sent outsiile their original watershed 
areas. Consequently' we have to work harder to under
stand the original gravity-based design intentions.
I lowever, with a renewed awareness of topography and 
the principles of gravity and pressure, the fountains can 
reveal hidden dimensions of the city, and it is possible 
to h>cate them, and oneself, w ithin the larger water 
landsca]>e of the city.

As such, the fountains provide landmarks for anchoring 
urban experience to the exmtinuum of history and 
memory through topography. As we mentally connect 
the fountains by their underground conduits, we con
struct a diagram of the city made up of constellations of 
fountains. Like those in the night sky that they mimic, 
they help to construct order out of chaos and to orient 
us in the phy-sical world, facilitating and enriching 
urban navigation.

Itft: The Terrene fountain in 
its new setting in front of 

the Chiesa Nouva.

tivvf: A ‘'constellation’’ 
of Acqua Felice fountains, 

connected by underground 

conduits.

Fountains move abt)ut towTi at their own risk, how
ever, and others have not been so fortunate. Cv<msider 
the original Piazza del Popolo (15 masl) fountain 
designed by Ciiacomo della Porta in 1572. It is about 
four meters tall, including its base, and originally dis
played a jet of water about one-meter high. The entire 
composition rose to approximately 20 masl, or only 
one-half meter lower than the maximum elevation of 
the water near the Piazza di Spagna.

The new site is also within the V^ergine watershed, but 
at 17 masl it is a full two meters higher than the Piazza 
del Popolo. Because della Porta had already stretched 
the limits at the earlier, lower site, it is simply impossi
ble to display Vergine water at the new location.
'Ibday it is fed by the 1870 Acqua Marcia, a system that 
mechanically pumps water throughout the city.

’liKlay the Roman water system includes IhkH pressure- 
pumped and mechanically pumped systems. In some

Note

1. Ibday the water in all three systems is carefully con

trolled for water conservation. The fountains of St. 

Peter’s, for example, now shoot about a one and one 

half meter jet of water. Bernini’s Triton shoots only a 

one-meter jet, rather than the original five meters. 

Other fountains, such as the Trevi and the P'ontanone, 

nt)w use a pumping system to recirculate water.
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Paris Album

The most enduring lesson of a visit to Paris is how deeply 
satisfying the everyday urban environment can be. Per

haps, we think, Paris should be frozen exactly as it is—or 
even returned to its 1930scofKlition, before high-rises 
and expressways. But Pahs is after all a Irving, evolving 

capital, facing changes in technology and lifestyles. And 

in recent years, the French have responded to these chal
lenges with remarkable creativity. While the attention of 
the world's architects has been drawn to high-profile cul

tural facilities, such as the expanded Louvre and the huge 

new national library, Paris has also been carrying out 
large-scale projects meant to pump new life into deterio

rating districts outside the glamorous core.

Some the most ambitious efforts are centered around 
new parks on tracts formerly occupied by factories and 

wholesale markets. Each of these is surrounded by new 
residential, commercial and cultural development in what 

IS obviously meant to be a complementary relationship. 
The parks we visited are provocative examples of open 

^ace design, but unfortunately most of the parcels 
around them are occupied by hulking structures, physi

cally aloof from both the parks and the city fabnc.

Parc de la Vlllette, the earliest of these public spaces, con
tinues to confound our notion of park. Bernard Tschumi's 

competition-winning design of 1982 rejected conven
tional landscaping approaches as inappropriate for the 
site of the former Paris meat markets. Often criticized as 

abstract and unwelcoming, the park is laid out on an 

insistent grid, with red 'folly' structures—used as a day
care center, a caf6, etc —sprouting at every crossing. 

Compensating for this regimentation are pocket gardens 

reserved for design by others, including a terraced mini
vineyard and a sunken bamboo garden.

Long bordered by a vast, ugly science center and a banal 

entertainment arena, Parc de la Villette is now properly 
framed at its main entry by the two parts of Christian de 

Portzamparc's recently completed Cit^ de la Musique, 
teaching facilities on one side and public halls on the 

other. These buildings acknowledge Tschumi^ grid in 
unexpected ways, white providing both a much-needed 

street wall toward the existing city and a sympathetic 

gateway into park.

Two subsequent peripheral parks we visited are more 
conservatively designed, as if in reaction to La Villette, by

Viaduc d«s Arts
^Dmniaiw, FAIA

AIA
Ttw American Institute of Architects 

Committee on Desrgn explored innov

ative design inParisaridlyonforfive 

arsd a half days last summer Our 

years theme of ’ Croa Sections in 

Time and Space* helped us to under

stand the ways mv^di ktdividual 

arcfvtects and their buildings can con

tribute to the ongo^ processes of 

bwldirrg ^e best dty in the world.

We began and ended our time n 

Paris's historic core, studying careful 

efforts to serve tw«ntieth<er)tury 

needs (automobiles, parking, services) 

««hde enharKittg the character and 

quaKty of some of the world's best

loved pubk ^ces. We spent two 

days examining how former industrial 

sites are being redeveloped as resi

dential neighborhoods whose parks 

and pubik spaces incorporate arti

facts horn the past. A orre-day visit to 

Lyon demonstrated how these same 

approaches can work in a smaller city

For information on future AIA 

forums, contact AIA at 800-242-M37.

—.Raymond Gindroa: MA, Chi 'K 

Committee on Oesigr)

local design teams rather than international competition 
winners. The Parc de Bercy. replacing the wine markets, 
includes a few old buildings and ruins in its picturesque 

gardens, which are loosely dispersed across the site, ft is 
best known as the setting for Frank Gehry's ill-fated 
American Center, empty since its nonprofit sponsors ran 

out of money (and recently bought by the French govern
ment for a new Maison du Cinema).

Parc Aridre Citroen, on the site of an autoriKTbile factory, 

is similar to Bercy in scale, but with a stronger plan of 
broad terraces and individual gardens around a central 

lawn. An intriguing system of walks, ramps and bridges 
links a series of gardens and crisply rectangular green

houses. Facing this park for a few hundred feet is a mkJ- 
rise apartment complex thoughtfully related to it, but 

across the park is yet another corporate citadel clad in 

reflective glass.

The Viaduc des Arts ingeniously reuses a mile of aban

doned railroad track elevated on handsome masonry 
arches, with artisans' workshop-showrooms at street level 
and a linear garden above. Some exuberant turn-of-the-
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century apartment buildings border the viaduct, and new 
housing has been effectively arrayed around a ground- 
level green at one end. Here is an excellent effort at inte

grating new amenities into the city fabric, without any 
neotraditional allusions in the new storefronts or housing.

Louvre now has acres of shopping mall and parking 
extending from Pei's underground lobby, but its best 
moments are the galleries and skylighted courts the Pei 
firm has reclaimed inside the palace^ wings.

In one development with an above-ground presence, six 
levels of parking are inserted below an elegantly glazed 

six-story office building by Ricardo Bofill, on the site of an 
old above-ground garage. Underground parking is

Beha left: Viaduc des arts 

Sunley TigermoH, PAIA

BehtsTigf>t:fo\Me, Parc 

de la Villette 
Cen^UDimmIn the city^ core, the prevailing strategy is to support 

intensive activity through adaptive reuse and the inser
tion of parking beneath buildings, squares and parks. The

Bottom: Parc d« Bercy 

Bernard Cywhaki, FAIA

apparently seen as the key to prosperity in Lyon, as well, 
where we visited four imaginatively remodeled public 

squares, each over with subterranean parking.

Instructive as these efforts are for visiting architects, what 
do they portend for Paris? The adventurous parks should 
provide popular leisure time destinations, but they'll 
remain largely cut off from everyday life. In parts of the 

city, street life remains marvelously intense, but these 
areas may already have become sectors of a Paris theme 
park, whose visitors increasingly arrive by car. As urban 
populations withdraw to the privacy of cars and elec

tronic media, the public realm, even in Paris, is in danger 
of becoming a sometime thing.

John Morris Dixon, FAIA a writer and consultant, was 
editor of Progressive Architecture from 1972 to 1996.
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Laminations in the Cityscape

Palais Royafe, where the environment establishes a way 
ol seeing people as theater, in a newer example, the Fon* 

dation Cartier, the lamination priciple was adopted as a 

mannered and literal expression by a contemporary archi
tect, who erected a glass screen in front of his building.

I've often had occasion to compare Paris with my own 
city of Boston. The two cities—the cities proper, exclud
ing suburbs—corrrprise about the same area, depending 
on how much water you count. Yet Paris is home to 

almost four times as many people, although Boston is 
much denser than most American cities. Paris achieves its 
greater density without any great sense of crowding and 

without, for the most part, intimidating its inhabitants 
with tall buildings The price you pay is smaller rooms at 

home; the prize you gain is a corresponding increase in 
the size and richness of the public realm, which becomes, 
as it seldom is in the U.S., truly part of where you live.

The population density of Paris brings many benefits. It 

supports continuous shopping on almost every major 
street. It supports some 280 Metro stops (compared to 

Boston’s 50). And many people live near their work, 
reducing the pressure of commuting. Best of all, of 
course, it makes the public realm of city feel alive and 

fully inhabited.

There's an obvious relation between this density and the 

laminar quality of the cityscape. In Paris, people live 
closely packed. Definition of turf becomes important. 

Because the path from the private world to the public 
world is a short one. the thresholds along the way matter 
more. With each crossing, you move a step closer to the 

public realm—your door, your stainArell, your courtyard, 

your concierge, your own street, then the big street that 
roars by at the corner. A Parisian's trip is much shorter 
than an American's is likely to be, and therefore each 

step, each threshhoW is more insistently defined. Hence 
the lamination of space.

Lamination takes other forms. Parisians typically live in a 

pousse-cafe world of horizontally layered apartments; 
svhen such apartments first apf»ared in American cities, 

they were called French flats. The British or Dutch, by 
contrast, traditionally live In a bookshelf world of vertical 
layers called terrace houses. In keeping with this r^ational 

trait, British architects tend to solve their problems by 
elaborating the section. Frerrch the plan. The bookshelf

" Paris is elephants and parrots. That was a saying of my 

one-time boss, architect iosep Lluis Sen. The lor>g rows of 

SIX- to ten-story, whitish-gray buikJirtgs, humped at the 
top with their mansards, were the elephants. The bright 
dashes of color at the street—parasols, awnings, 
posters—were the parrots. He loved the effect and tried 

to emulate it in his own work, splashing spots of color 

against gray concrete.

i thought of this again during the vi«t of the AIA Com
mittee on Design in June. What brought it to mind was 

the perception, by Barton Phelps, FAIA, of the laminar 

quality of the Pans streetscape. Once you've seen it, you 

can't miss it.

Hotel de Sully 
Revert Gmipivli, FAIA

On our trip up the St. Martin Canal, we could make out 
as many as six slices of space between the water and the 

building facades, each delineated by a rail or fence. 

Phelps calls them " precisely controlled layers of space 

and movement and propriety that, in their overall unity, 
might be thought of as being laminated." Parrots and 
el^>hants are laminar too. like a row of ducks in a shoot
ing gallery moving against a neutral background.

In Paris, layers slide past each other as you move through 
the city, like stage flats, very strongly so in a place like the
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proclaims the setf<ontained independence of each 
family unit, as well as its hierarchies (upstairs, down
stairs). The horizontal flat, often sandwiched with other 

flats used for commercial or institutional purposes, sug
gests a more anonymous, and perhaps more extended, 
family identity.

as well as a memory of the past. 8ut, at the same time, 

you wonder if a dose of the chaos of American citizen 

participation might not have helped here and there, as at 
the new Bibliotheque Nationaie, a building driven more 
ideas than by experience: a witty Wiklean reversal of Le 

Corbusier^ towers in a park, it is a sad park in towers.

Canal St. Martin 
RiidMvrggntALi

There are also laminations in time, what Kevin LyrKh 
called temporal collage; the new on the new. as at Parc 

de la Villette, which resembles a computer-generated 
overlaying of one system onto another; the new on the 

old. as at the Louvre, the Viaduc des Arts or, most 

remarkably, at the Maison de Verre, wrth its scrim-like 
glass-block facade inlak) into stucco Paris: the old on the 

new, as at the Centre Culturel Suisse, where old architec

tural skins of no special merit were maintained as a 
memory, then filled with new life; and everywhere, of 
course, the old on the older.

Ahv<: Centre Culturel 
Suisse
fiMym0nd L. Gmdnz, AIA

If there^ another lesson, one we need, it's simply that cities 
do come back. The Marais quarter, where we ^lent much 

of our time, was a notorious slum as late as the middle of 
this century. Perhaps all great older neighborhoods today 

were once, by the standards of our time, slums. Paris 

shows ts that you don't need to knock them down. But 
you needn't be afraid to mess with them, either.

Robert Campbell, FAIA « architecture critic for the 
Boston Globe.

Sometimes the collage worked, but not always At Parc 
de Bercy (arrother symphony of threshholds) old railroad 

tracks were left in the paving of the new park. The 
remains of the old were deliberate quotation, not gritty 

survival, and you felt ^u couldn't make your own discov

eries, that every experience had been pre-envisioned by 
the designers. At la Villette, the empty red pavilions felt 
lonely and toy-like, a stalled model train set existing In a 
conceptual grid that defined neither time nor place. At 
Cite Berryer, as Dontyn Lyndon, FAIA, put it, we saw a 

"medieval order sanitized, as the latest evolution" in 
imagining Paris—the expression, but not the realization, 

of a longing lot physical community.

Our "Cross Sections in Time and Place" were taken 
through many such laminations. What are the lessons for 
Americans? One, I would think, is that city planning isn't 

always a bad idea. Only powerful, well-financed and 
sometimes ruthless central planning could pull off the suc
cesses of Pans, especially the astonishing parks and the 

marvelous public transit. You have to admire, too, the 
willingness to plunge in and reinvent, and the under
standing that a city must embody a promise for the future

Maison de Verre
JmJatksM,AlA
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Congress for the New Urbanism

Daniel Solomon

The Block; Enabler of Urban Architecture

Vermont Village Plaza, a 
multifamily urban block 
in South Central Los 
Angeles.

The Charter for the New Urbanism contains a section 
entitled, “The Street, the Block, the Building." I am par
ticularly interested in the block for several reasons. First, 
our office has several commissions to design urban 

blocks. Second, and more importantly, the reason we 
have commissiofts of this type is that the block has 

become a fundamental morphological unit of the city 

Most large-scale contemporary master plans, such as San 
Francisco's Mission Bay, are built out block by block.

A block is a large enough unit of construction to amortize 

the administrative time of bureaucracies, banks and 

developers. Yet rt is small enough for garden-variety 
developers and small enough not to cause a normal loan 

committee to freak out. It is small enough to be within 
the range of a modestly scaled architectural practice like 

my own. But it is large to be generative of urban pattern 
larger than itself.

This list of small enoughs and large enoughs has a signifi

cant consequence. The block is the vehicle through which 
an ordinary architect, an ordinary developer, an ordinary 

lender and an ordinary bureaucrat can think about and 
materially affect the city as a whole. It requires architects 
to think about their work in large collective terms, and to 
shun the usual heady jaunts into the intoxicating realm of 

the self.

Top; Block plan 
Dnamg: Solomon Archi
tecture and Urban Design

Aiootrigbu View from side 
street that passes 
through the project. 
Pboto: Grant Mudford
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social housing to the same bureaucracies demolishing all 

they built.

Each of my office^ block-scale projects is a product of 

these huge patterns of upheaval and change. Yet all of 

them share common traits. Each creates a pedestrian 

realm in places where everyone is dependent on autonx)- 
biles and likely to renrain so. Each establishes a pattern to 
be replicated on a larger scale. Each is embedded in some 
fragment of older architecture, none of it very distin
guished, and each treats those old fragments with defer

ence and respect without copying them either typologi- 
cally or stylistically.

This aspiration to think about the city in large terms is the 

single distinguishing characteristic of New Urbanist archi
tecture. It is also what makes our collective work differ

ent, and I would argue better, from most of what has 
gone on in schools of architecture and in the professions 

they serve for a long time.

Thinking about the city in large terms acknowledges that 

cities change, that change is the essence of their life. The 
changes for which we must find architecture are large 
changes, from public transportation to private cars and. 

perhaps, back again (but maybe not); from tiny entrepre
neurs and individuals filling out a public infrastructure to 
huge aggregations of investment building the whole 

thing; from centralized federal bureaucracies building

flACES12:2M



Gateway Into park
ing courtyard in th«
midblock.

Belts: Vermont Avenue
streetscape.

Photos; Grant Mudford

This aspfration to think about the city in large terms is dif
ferent from what one might call naive contextualism or

what the British architectural press used to call "keeping
in keeping," The contextualism in our work is not revival
ism, of either what is next door or someone^ memory of

what was next door.

Ideology about style has crippled the ability of architects

to respond stylistically to all the situations in which we
are asked to work, when that is in fact exactly what
people want from us. In the nineteenth century and first
third of the twentieth century that was not the case. One

sees this phenomenon dearly in Northern California.
From the late 1890s until the end of the 1920s the public

institutions of Northern California were built, for the
most part, by a small group of gifted and superbly well- 

trained architects educated at the Ecole des Beaux Arts. 
This little group (including Bernard Maybeck, Willis Polk, 
Arthur Brown and Julia Morgan) built a world that was in 

New Urbanism terms a very satisfactory place. These 
architects built a city fabric, public monuments, rural 
retreats, grand campus plans and retail streets of great 
vitality—and they did it all without any theory to speak of 
(they were too busy for theories), but with virtuoso skill, 

unabashed eclecticism, interest in the new and a com
plete absence of hang-ups and ideological proscriptions.

At the end of the century the best architects of the begin
ning of the century take on new relevance—the proto- 
Moderns like Otto Wagner, with their skill, love of good 
building and simultaneous fascination with new tech

nologies and absence of stylistic dogmatism.

The end of the century is like the end of a Mardi Gras. All 
of the great orthodoxies and -isms, political and artistic, 
lie amidst the litter hke discarded masks. We shuffle 
through them and look forward to going back to work, 
to behaving with civility and to putting things in order,

Daniel Solomon, a founder and board member of the 
Congress for the New Urbanism, is a San FratKisco archi
tect and professor af the University of California, Berkeley

Prt^: Vermont Village 
Plaza
Ardritert: Solomon Archi
tecture and Urban Design 
IjnJsatpt tnbiutt: G\S 
Architecture/Landscape 
Architecture 
Spmsor. Rodney Shepart^ 
Vermont Village Plaza LLC.

Then came the Modern movemrent, forty years of stylistic 
rectitude and an eradreation of architectural culture as 

systematic and complete as the eradications of the Cul
tural Revolutron. In the aftermath of revolution people 
learn that it is no longer wise to hate knowledge.
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